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CHEMICAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND

ENGINEERING CENTER

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH PROGRAM

ANNUAL REPORT FY88

INTRODUCTION

In FY88, our emphasis on encouraging basic
The U.S. Army Chemical Research, engineerir.-j proposals along with basic science

Development and Engineering Center (CRDEC) continued. With the continued emphasis on
continues to place a high degree of importance on placing large development contracts for our

the Independent Research Program. This engineering development projects, it is more
program provides a source of funding for novel, important than ever to foster innovative
innovative, and high-risk ideas and serves as a engineering research within the Army
source of feedstock for significant change in the laboratory/center structure. I feel the Independent
core programs. The value of the programs, in the Research program can provide the mechanism for
generation of new ideas, professional fostering such work. To that end, I have tried to

development, and employee morale, far achieve a balance in our projects selected for
outweighs its percentage of the total budget. funding. The projects selected cover a wide range

of technologies, some very fundamental and
At CRDEC, a call for Independent Research others somewhat applied. All projects within the

Proposals is issued in July of each year. aij -cuqh Independent Research Program reflect CRDEC's
we encourage and recelve proposals at any time. objectives and strongly emphasize the emerging
These are screened first by the directors for technologies and chronic problem areas of the
individual review and discussion, and then i cch Base Investment Strategy.

evaluated by the Associate Technical Director for
Technology and a directorate level peer group. DISTRIBUTION OF IRP FUNDING
The Associate Technical Director for Technology BY TECH BASE INVESTMENT STRATEGY
gives me his recomnmendations and a tentative
order of merit ranking. I review these
recommendations, discuss any questions I have PROBLEMS • 38% TECHNOLOGIES
with the investigators, and publish my approval
decision. My acceptance of a proposal then , , , ,', ,
becomes a direct contract between the principal -,,,
investigator and the Technical Director. The
principal investigators have direct access to me , , .....
on matters concerning IRP. At mid-fiscal year, the " ,,,,,-"
Associate Technical Director for Technology . .... ..
reviews each ongoing effoul with the investigator
and gives n' his evaluation of progress. Finally,
we conduct a formal year-end review that leads to
this report. Any effort proposed for a second year
of Independent Research funding must again go SUPPORTING NEXT GENERATION

through the competitive process. TECHNOLOGIES 0% FUTURE SYSTEMS - 23k.

5



DISTRIBUTION OF TECH BASE FUNDING
BY TECHNICAL AREA (FY88 = 48.5M)

The 13 efforts in the FY88 program were
selected from 60 proposals. All 13 programs were
reviewed and recommended for continuation at
the mid-year review. This year two projects were RDI (34%)

rated outstanding, one for scientific research and
the other for engineering research. These are RETAL (13%)
highlighted in the report and each of the
investigators will be presented with a plaque in
recognition of their efforts. Ranking and selection
of the outstanding projects are based on several
factors: (1) innovativeness, (2) scientific
achievement, (3) relevance to CRDEC's mission,
and (4) improvement of the Center's capabilities. INDIV PROT (5%)

A valuable by-product of these efforts is the COLL PROT (5%)

Publication of results in the open literature. An SUPPORTING TECH (20%) DECON (7%)
outstanding example of this effort is Susan
Haliowell's project entitled "An Enzyme Amplified
Receptor Based Assay (ERA): New Approaches The quality of the CRDEC's Independent
for Drug and Toxin Detection." This program Researci efforts continues to improve and
produced four publications in FY88 and was contribute significantly to the core efforts of the
highlighted in a major article by Professor Gary A. Center. At the beginning of the year it appeared
Rechnitz, Unidel Professor of Chemistry and that Department of the Army (DA) would reinstitute
Biotechnology, University of Delaware, in the independent Research program for FY88. It
Chemical and Engineering News (September 5, was a blow to the program when DA was not able to
1988 issue, pp 24-36). Dialogue between because of budget constraints. Because of my
Independent Research investigators and their feeling on the critical nature of this program and its
ccunterparts in the scientific community have benefit to both CRDEC and the ARMY, I provided
resulted in the enhancement of the Chemical internal funds in this extremely ýight budget year to
Resea.rch, Development and Engineering continue an Independent Research Program. I
,'atner', Dosition as a center of scientific think that it was a wise decision and will benefit the

S"". Army. We evaluated 66 proposals for FY89 under

the Independent Research Program: only 11 of
Thp Independent ofdsearch review process these were funded because of budgetary

provides te s ofdirectr covel municatiobench, wiconstraints I hope that in the future DA will identify
between the director level and the bench, with funds to continue and expand the program so that
benef ton pbloth ahd fqebali ofrom the btnch nsmore basic research is provided to the U.S. Army
level on problems to nd qualty of the staff is technical data base I wish0 to assure all those
invaluable to the director "lhe direct~orate CRDFC researchers and engineers who submitted

attention given to the Independent Research
partlcipants is a boost to both employee morale unsucceSslul proposals that most were rated very

high in Scientific content and would have been
and professional sell-esteem lunded in previous years I hope that you will all

continue your interest in the program and submit
proposals again nexi year

f

JOStPH J. VERVIER

Acithg Technical Director
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Joseph E. Matta, CRDEC

A METHOD OF LIGAMENT STRETCHING AT HIGH
EXTENSION RATES

A novel free fall extensional device was developed, and its usefulness in measuring
the elongational viscosity of both Newtonian and viscoelastric liquids was
demonzitrated. A small liquid quantity is inserted between the ends of two cylinders
that are vertically oriented one above the other. The upper cylinder is held fixed
while the lower cylinder, initially at rest, is allowed to fall and stretch the adhering
sample. Time sequence photos of the stretching process are used to deduce the liquid
deformation rate and ligament stress, T1he elongational viscosity is then determined
from the stress/deformation rate ratio. Since only a small liquid quantity is
required for testing and the apparatus can conveniently fit into a glove box, the
elongational characterization of toxic chemical agents are now possible.

INTRODUCTION which a rod-like sample is suspended in a silicone
oil bath (to compensate gravity by buoyancy) and

Aerodynamic forces are often used to atomize then stretched at a constant tensile stress or
liquids for various applications. However, when constant strain rate. However, polymer solutions
Newtonian liquids are subjected to relatively high typically have shear viscosities far too low to form a
air velocities, small particles normally result. To stable rod-like configuration. Other methods of
increase the drop size of the atomized fluid, characterizing the extensional flow behavior of a
polymers are often added. With this addition ol solution exist (e.g. tubeless syphon, impinging
polymer, non-Newtonian viscoelastic solutions are jets, and spin rheometer). 6 These methods,
produced. Although the exact mechanisms of however, are not very suitable for use with toxic
atomization are not well known, experimental fluids since large liquid quantities are required.
studies 1 -3 indicate that extensional rheological Also, since these rn,•thods all involve pro-shearing
propertims play a critical role in the breakup process of the liquid, which is known to significantly affect
and significantiy influence the resultant drop sizes. the fluid rheology, the measurements are

Some theoretical arguments 4 ,5 indicate that questionable. Extensional measurements of
nonlinear viscoolastic effects tend to stabilize polymeric solutions are also possible using a falling
viscoelastic ligaments, resulting in the formation of drop experiment. Here a liquid sample is extruded
iaiger drops than those produced from a vertically downward from a capillary until the drop

SNewtonian flidd of similar viscosity. Thus, in order forming at the capillary tip is no longer suppotled
to de.',ýlop a valid predictive drop size capability ior by surface tension. The falling drop stretches the
,;scoelastic breakup, au, understanding of the connecting ligament. This method is limited since
extensioral flow behavior of the fluid Is required. it is not possible to vary the extension rate to

insure that liquid does not flow Into the drop during
In steady extersional ',ow, the elongational the stretching process. In addition, it is not

viscosity, Tie, is the mak~iaf function used to possible to precisely initiate the moment ofj) vscoity,1"1, isthematialfuncionusedtostretching since this is controlled largely by the

characterize the fluid. Elongational viscosity sutrace tension io the liquid.
rneasurement•i on viscous polymer melts are

normally made using a tensile testing machine6 on

ra11



Since no suitable methods exist to investigate -r
the stretching behavior of toxic fluids at high rates 11
"of extension, a novel free fall stretching apparatus 1 e (4)
was developed. The device and its use with
Newtonian and viscoetstic *qM& is disciussed
here.

a simple relationship exists for a Newtonian fluid
SIMPLE EXTENSION between the shear and elongational viscosity,

i.e. "ge = 3-9e and is commonly referred to the
Consider the flow established in a ligament Trouton expression.7 However, if you include

being stretched by a falling cylinder as shown in interfacial surface tension , as a source of stress
Figure 1. Simple elongationa' flow Jccurs within on the ligament, then the total stress found
the ligament of length L at time t if the rele of necessary for simple extension is:
deformation tensor A is written asn

'T1 1l = Tl e ý + -
A : /2 0 0 ," (5)

S-1 0
0 0 ' Thus, if the ligament shown in Figure 1 is

Subjected to a simple extensional deformation, it
must follow for a Newtonian fluid that the force FL

and the elongation rate v is defined as L1 dlidt. exerted on the cylinder by the ligament is
From the conservation equation, it lollows that one
can also write the elongation rate as:

-2 Vr
k- (2)

r C

where r IS the ligament radius with radial velocity _
V,

Neglecting inierracial surface tension, you can L
easily show that, for a Newtonian tluid, the total
stress T,1 required to establish such a flow is
expressed as-

" = (3 )

where q, is the Newioni-iw sheŽar viscositly Snctt
the elongational viscosity, il , is defined as.

Fig ure I Fmo ' tig Lt ar L ,• t lltft SI . ttrt . .
I alhv ylng •

ii



FL = r2  e r2 -Ucpr (6) UPper Lock Screw

1'. ,;,7"s/ ' • . 1,1/t , "'•**t '.

Solving for the elongational viscosity, one obtains:

Fl- -: re r ) .,
_1 ( e ~ t (7) LiquidSpd

ir2 samplo C

Lower
Thereiore, simple extension is assumed to occur Cylinder
in the ligament stretched by a falling cylinder, if you Air Cylinder
measurL FL and cbs2rve using Equatikn 7 thia. the Pi1ior.

Trouton expression is satisfied.

To measure the ligament force, FL, acting on
the falling cylinder with mass, m, Newton's second Air

law is applied, i.e., Cylinder

ma = mg - FL - Fd (8) L

Figure 2. Schematic of Falling Cylinder
where Fd is the drag force exerted on the cylinder, Apparatus
a is the acceleration, and g is gravitational constant
By rearranging Equation 8, one can then express

the ligament force as.

FL =m(g -a) - F deformation rate to determine the ligament stress,
L = -d (9) repectively. The elongational viscosity is then

determined from the stress and deformation rateS~ratio (Equation 4).

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Preliminary trials without liquid were conducted
To generate an elongational flow, a novel free to determine the acctiracy of the experiment and

fall extensional device was developed (Figure 2). the significance of air drag on the free falling
A small quantity of liquid ( -30 mg) is inserted cylinder. Figure 3 Is a plot of the measured fall
between the ends of two cylinders that are 6.35 velocity versus time for an 0.81 -g cylinder. From
mm in diameter that are vertically oriented one the slope of the linear least square, a constant
above the other. The upper cylinoer is held fixed, acceleration of 960 crTVsec 2 Is measured. Similar
whi!e the lower cylinder initially rests on top of an air free fall trials using 2.15-g and 3.11-g cylinders
piston. When activated, the piston quickly retracts without liquid all resulted in constant acceleration
downward, allowing the cylinder to fall and stretch within 2% of the gravitational constant of 980
the liquid sample adhering between the two
cylinder end surlaces. High speed photographs crnlsec- . thus, even if air drag is neglected, the
(- 1000 frames.sec) of the stretching process and iali acceleration is measured with 2% accuracy.
the falling cylinder are used to deduce the liquid

13
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0i 0

0

Figure 3. Velocity versus Time Plot for a Free 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.10

Failing (0.81igm) Cylinder - No Uquid nn (go)

Figure 5. Fall Velocity versus Time Plot for a 33
Poise Newtonian Oil Stretched by a (0.81 gin)

NEWTONIAN RESLLTS Cylinder

Figure 4 Is an example of a faw selected frames
takon of ý, standard A-TM oil (S2000 Canon Table 1. Results For a 33 Poise Newtonian Oil
instrumnaht, uo.) being stretched by an 0.81-g Stretched by a 0.81 gm Cylinder
cylindet that resulted in an ek. igation rate ranging,

from 45 to 56 sec-1. The time history of the
measured cylinder fall velocity is shown in Figu a 5. ilms (s) a (c'S 2 ) r (M) e(s"1) TIe (poise)

Table 1 provides a summvt of the measured
cylinder acceleration, ýgsrnent radius and .036 291 .203 34.4 123.6
elongatiun rate, and the measured elongational .041 366 .-186 39.3 114.3
visccsity obtained uring Equation 7. .046 467 .169 45.1 100.8

.050 575 .151 47.1 95.4

.055 636 .134 51.0 94.8
.059 701 .122 52,3 90.3
.064 764 .107 54.6 86.1
.068 812 K~3 57.6 83.1
07, 853 .081 St3.3 84 3
.07 870 .0?3 58.4 87.3
.082 897 .066 50.1 92.7

The reported :Uxelerations were graphically
.. . detenrtilned from slopes dcrawn to the velocity

versus time curve (Figur, 4). Although not shown,
the elongato., rate was similarly determined from
"the ccrrespondlng ligainent radius verbus time
wtve. Once mne cyrinder had L3ilen about 2 mm
that oicurred In abov' 0.05 seo, good agreement
between the measured elongational viscosity and

Figure 4. Time Photo of ASTM Oil Stretched by the Troton prediction of 99 poise was observed.

(0 81qm) Cyfind*r

14



Table 3. Measured Shear Viscosity and First
Even better agreement was observed for the Normal Stress Difference for 7.6 g/dL

five other Newtonian trials conducted (Table 2). Solution of K-1 25 in DEM
The reported elongational viscosities are the

0 average values measured after the cylinder has
fallen 2 mm. Prior to the 2-mm displacement, the Shear Rate Vsosity Normal Stress.
measured elongational viscosities were always (s-1) (poise) (dyne/'mT.
greater than that predicted for simple extensional
flow, indicating that the initial deformation is not .27 48.3
merely simple extensional flow. The two trials .54 47.2 -
performed with the heavier 2.15-g cylinder 1.09 47.4 -
demonstrate how it is possible to increase the 2.15 43.0

4.29 37.9

Table 2. Newtonian Liquid Test Results. 8.56 32.0 350S17.08 27.5 800

34.07 22.5 1500
Fluid Temp. Cyl.Mass Elong. Te 3qol 67.98 16.2 2900

(0 -) (gin) Rab (pose) (•) 135.64 11.9 6100

(s') 270.64 8.8 10900

ASTM Oil 85 0.81 45-58 89 99
S2000
SOFigure 6 is a plot of the fall velocity versus time
ASTM2Oi 77 2.15 65-68 146 150 using an 0.81- and 2.15-g cylinders. For the
S$2000 heavier cylinder, the Initial 2-mm displacement

occurred in about 0.02 seconds, while for the
ASTM Oil 85 0.81 73-90 29 27 0.81-g cylinder, it took about 0.05 seconds to fall
SS600 the same distance. For both trials, shortly after the

Silicone 85 0.81 56-70 104 99 2-mm distance, a constant fail acceleration was

Oil measured.

Silicone 85 2.15 68-77 99 99
Oil 6 Cyund Mass

0.81 gm -

Glycerol 83 0.81 92-105 12 12 70. 2.1m -

deformation rate of the stretching process.

~40
"VISCOELASTIC RESULTS

A 7.6-g/dL solution of K-124 diethylmalonate
(DEM) was tested using the free-falling cylinder
device. K-1 25 Is a copolymer of 80% polymethyl
methacrylate and 20% poly (ethyt/butyl acrylate) o0 .1i

with a molecular weight average of about 2 million. 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12

The shear viscosity and first normal stress Tim* (w.)
difference was measured as a function of shear Figure 6. Fall Velocity versus Time for a
te with a cone and plate viscometer (Table 3). K125IDEM Solution (7.6 g/dL) Stretched by a

0.81 and 2.15 gm Cylinder

15



Figure 7 is a In-In plot, the ligament radius
versus time for the two viscoelastic trials. A radius 0

_ 3000 100
of about 0.13 cm corresponds to a 2-mm 0
displacement of the falling cylinder. As observed - 80

by the good linear fit to the data, the radial time
dependence is well approximated by a power law .' 2000o

o 60~
relationship. With this relationship, one can easily 0
show that the elongation rate for both trials varies > -40
inversely with time. 10 0ooo

0. 20
Al polse0

Cylinder Mass a 0 77 0 WLl
0.81 g•m - ,0 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14

Time (sec)

0 0o0
E" Figure 8. Elongational Viscosity and
E Deformation Rate Measured for a K125/DEM
_ .tSolution (7.6 g/dL) Using a 0,81 gm Cylinder

0

o;o

0. 0

4000 -8
.01-

.001 .011 j1

Time (sac) -600. O

Figure 7. A Ln-Ln Plot of Radius versus Time 2000 -40 c
for a Solution of K125/DEM Solution (7.6 g/dL) o
Stretched by a 0.81 and 2.15 gm Cylinder t oo0 1000 -20

(- -a po~soLI 0 -W
o 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0,10

Figures 8 and 9 show the measured W Time (sec)
elongational viscosities and deformation rates
plotted versus time for the trials with 0.81 - and Figure 9. Elongational Viscosity and
2.15-g cylinders, respectively. The data clearly Deformation Rate Measured for a K125/DEM
indicates that the elongational viscosity is much Solution (7.6 g/dL) Using a 2.15 gm Cylinder
greater than that predicted for a Newtonian liquid.
In addition, a comparison of the two figures shows
that the rate at which the viscosity increases with CONCLUSION
time depends upon the rate at which the ligament
is str•ssed. When the ligament is stressed at a A novel liquid-stretching device was
higher rate by using the heavier cylinder, the successfully developed, and its usefulness In
elongational viscosity increases more rapidly with generating simple extensional flow fields with
time. Newtonian liquids to measure the extensional

viscosity was demonstrated. Viscoelastic liquids
were tested with the device, and it is indicated that
the elongational viscosity increases with time and
is significantly greater than that of a comparable

16



viscous Newtonian liquid. Since small liquid
quantities are required for testing and the
apparatus can fit conveniently into a glove box, the &

elongational characterization of toxic chemical
agents are now possible.
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William M. Lagna and Ronny C. Robbins, CRDEC

Infrared Radiative Pyrolysis Mass Spectrometry of
Biological Materials

Pyrolysis mass spectrometry has been utilized as an analytical technique for the
profiling of biological materials that are well beyond the mass range associated with
traditional mass spectrometry. The bioniaterials, which include fungi, pollen,
bacteria, and viruses, are pyrolyzcd for the release of characteristic compounds or
groups of compounds. These chemical signatures can be used as the basis for
identification of the compounds. A quartz pyrolysis apparatus based on radiative
infrared heating has been developed for the direct analysis of biological materials. As
an extension to this technology, the pyrolyzer has been integrated with an aerosol
sampler and quadrupole ion storage mass spectrometer to form a compact system for
characterization of airborne biological particulates.

INTRODUCTION Recently, a radiative pyrolysis device based on
infrared emission ihrough quartz sampling

A single apparatus capable of eart warning in chambers has been integrated with a mass
the event of CB deployment Is currently being spectrometer as a biological sample processing
developed as the CB Mass Spectrometer. unit (Figure 1). The radiative nature of the process
Biological agents, however, are beyond the mass allows the sample to be pyrolysed directly. The
range of conventional mass spectrometers and
can not be characterized directly. Pyrolytic "VJAVrP0.. WPeCrW

treatment of the biological agent prior to mass
analysis yields a characteristic spectrum over a
limited mass range 1 "4. This signature can then be , ,A.T
correlated to the specific type of bloagent. ,iom¢x.S MUM

Current pyrolytic MS approaches employ laser, \
heated filament, or Curie point pyrolysis. These Q4AflrLMC=, , W

approaches rely on consistent sample distribution
on thin filaments or surfaces to achieve
reproducible results. These specific sample
requirements necessitate the use of sophisticated
sampling devices that must operate in a variety of
climatic and atmospheric conditions. The sampling n&.UA, o ZA,

times required to accumulate sufficient material for CA,•,XYTOW

analysis results in delayed agent detection.
Figure 1. CB Mass Spectrometer Cell
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quartz offers an unreactive pyrolysis surface that is teflon or polyimide ferrules must be used to avoid
transparent in the infrared region. Results using damage to the quartz tubes. The heater and
bee pollen, brewer's yeast and selected bacteria thermocouple leads are passed through the
demonstrated reproducible and visually connector with a feed through designed for such
differentiable spectra. As an extension of this purposes, and a small vacuum pump is connected
technology, the device has been adapted for to the tee. The unit can be placed within the oven
interface with an aerosol sampler to form a compact of a gas chromatograph or insulated for
detection system with real-time aerosol stand-alone applications. A three-way tee on the
characterization capability, opposite end can be used as an inlet for helium, as

an interface to the capillary output line of an
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS aerosol sampler, or deleted for oxidative pyrolysis.

A review of available sampling technologies
suggested the use of virtual impaction for dynamic
acquisition and particle enrichment of the

aerosol5 . Direct filtration and jet separation were C,,,.A.,,,,,,A,-,

also considered as alternative approaches to
sample acquisition. However, the time required to
accumulate sufficient sample for analysis by the
direct filtration method precludes application in a ..... " U3

real-time detection system. Jet separation, in
which the aerosol is selectively sampled through a
very high-pressure differential, is not easily v t

adaptable to the region of atmospheric pressure
associated with current ion trap mass Figure 2. Revised Pyrolysis Device
spectrometers. Jet separation could be useful,
however, in applications employing conventional
mass filters equipped with large vacuum pumping
systems.s m The pyrolyser was interfaced to the three-stage

SA revised pyrolyser was designed based on virtual impactor from the CB Mass Spectrometer

commercially available components (Figure 2). breadboard model (Bruker Franzen Analytik,
The new device was constructed with provisions GmbH, Bremen, Germany) to demonstrate
for batch sample introduction, interface to an feasibility. The impactor has an effective particle
aerosol sampling device, or direct sampling of size range of 2-11 I-L, an inlet air flow of 10 L/sec,
airborne biomaterials within the pyrolyser volume, and an outlet flow of 1 mUsec. Foreground
A programmable temperature controller is used for samples were acquired for periods between 20

either isothermal or temperature-ramped heating and 120 secs, followed by temperature-
and is programmed through the serial programmed pyrolysis. Background samples were
communications adapter of the data system of the also acquired over periods of 2 to 8 hrs. Repeated
mass analyzer. A section of quartz tubing is used operation of the pyrolyser, however, resulted ir x.,
to construct the pyrolysis cell. Quartz wool is increasing background signal. The background
placed within the cell and acts as the pyrolysis signal intensified after each analysis until it
surface for batch samples, or as a filter when the effectively masked the signature of the sample.
device is interfaced with an aerosol sampler. The This background signal was attributed to the
_cell is wound with nichrome wire and mounted presence of incompletely Pyrolysed contaminants

within a larger quartz tube. A four-way tee from earlier analyses. Also In these tests,
(Crawford Fitting Company, Solon, Ohio) is used to pyrolysis occurs in an oxidizing atmosphere and
connect the unit to the capillary inlet of the gas the nature of the products differs substantially fr3m
chromatograph or mass spectrometer. Glass-filled the products observed from pyrolysis in an inert

atmosphere. The oxidative degradation products
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were characterized by lower molecular weights and Analyses were performed on batch-introduced
therefore contained less information related to samples of inactivated Rift Valley Fever virus
their biochemical origin, vaccine (The Salk Institute) and controls under a

helium atmosphere. I.-)thermal heating resulted in
RESULTS reproducible thermal degradation of the sample

with some separation of pyrolysates (Figure 4). It
The run-to-run reproducibility of the method was anticipated that the difference spectra

was higi however, day-to-day reproducibility was (sample/control) would represent the
poor. This variance might be attributed to the reconstructed signature of the virus. However,
effects of humidity on the pyrolytic process. The only small differences were observed between the
analyses were limited to comparisons of normal and vaccine analyses. In the unlikely event
reproducibility no further effort was made to of aerial dissemination of viral agents, it is
interpret the data. anticipated that the signal from the dispersion

medium would mask the signal from the infectious

The revised pyrolyser cell can also be used for agent. These results suggest that direct
sample acquisition when connected to a small identification of viral agents by pyrolysis mass
vacuum pump. A prefilter would be used to limit spectrometry may not be possible due to the low
the size of the particulates collected during signal-to-noise (background) ratio.
acquisition. Collection times would range between
2 to 24 hrs without the benefit of particulate
concentration.

To overcome the problems associated with the
revised pyrolyser, a disposable pyrolyser cell was
constructed (Figure 3). In this design, a new
pyrocell is used for each analysis. The pyocell is a
quartz tube, packed with quartz wool, and wound
with heating filament, which terminates on
electrical contact bands at either end. Positioning i
guides from the outlet of the virtual impactor and
the inlet to the mass analyzer act as electrodes to
close the heating loop. The thermocouple has
been eliminated in favor of calibrated heating by
controlling the current flow between the
electrodes.

,, f.1AJL ,I.vYFR sIMPcroR I 
1 k

,.A 1~l •• 8:2i

Figure 4. Intensity vs. Time Chromatogram of

vs,,,AcWuJ rA•u•a ux- Rift Valley Fever Pyrolysale
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Figure 3. Disposable Pyrolyrer



CONCLUSION

This project has demonstrated the feasibility of
integrating an aerosol sampler, pyrolysis unit, and
mass spectrometer for characterization of airborne
biological materials. The system eliminates the
need for a separate aerosol sampling device and
extends pyrolysis applications to include dynamic
aerosol sampling. The technology has been
incorporated into the CB mass spectrometer
program and has additional applications in the
environmental, process, and medical fields.
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Susan F. Hallowell, CRDEC, and Garry A. Rechnitz, University of Delaware

* An Enzyme Amplified Receptor Based Assay (ERA):
New Approaches for Drug and Toxin Detection

* A new assay is described based upon recognition of drugs or toxins by receptors. This
assay is unique by virtue of the combination of molecular recognition by a receptor
moiety and enzyme amplification of this binding event. A brief theoretical basis of this
procedure is given and illustrated with the acetylcholine receptor systtm. This tech-
nique is demonstrated for three drugs (PCP. chlorpromazine, and imipramine) and one
toxin (snake venom from Bungarus multicintus).

9

INTRODUCTION receptor-based biosensor. 2 Using a hydraulic lift,

h a capacitive sensor was slowly withdrawn from a
The detection of chemicals and toxins in solution containing phospholipids to form a

* combat, in the environment, or in body fluids has monolayer. The sensor was then immersed in
required analytical procedures based upon some another trough containing phospholipid vesicles
knowledge of the Identity of the species to be enriched in acetylcholine receptor protein, such
detected. A detection strategy based upon the that a bilayer impregnated with receptors layered
pharmacological effect of the drugs, toxins, or on the interdigitated surface of the capactive
viruses resulting from the molecular recognition of sensor was formed. The receptor-based

* these agents by the physiological targets known capacitive biosensor showed the response of the
generically as receptors would provide a vastly acetylcholine receptor to the binding of
superior approach for the detection of these acetylcholine and the dramatic modulation of this
compounds, binding event by the presence of toxins that are

receptor antagonists. This system has the unique
Receptors are macromolecular binding characteristic of pharmacological recognition of

- proteins that are vital for cellular lunction and can toxirs at the level of toxicity, unlike immunogenic
recognize and respond to agents at extremely low syslems.
concentrations. Since threat potential and
pharmacologic potency are directly correlatable to Many successful bioassays and biosensor
receptor affinity, receptors are by nature extremely systems have been developed that have
efficient detectors. Radiorecoptor assay (RRA) employed antibodies, antigens, isolated enzyme,

* exploits this phenomenon and has been routinely enzyme systems, microorganisms, and plant and
utilized by pharmacologists to determine animal lissue as the recognition element. These
pharmacological potency of compounds. have been demonstrated in conjunction with a
Although the use of anlibody/antigen and variety of transducers that provide the
blocatalyst-based biosensor systems has emerged signal.generating element for biosensors,
in the last 15 years, the use of isolated receptors including electrochemical sensors (polen ometric,

* as the molecular recognition element in a detector anperometric or conductirnetric), optical sensors

system has only lately been proposed.1 This (tiber optics, surfacer plasmon resonance, total
concept appears to be very viable. Valdes pj al. internal reflection fluorescence), field effect
have recently demonstrated an acetylcholine transistors, thermistors, ar•d piezoelectric
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crystals.3 '4. 5 In theory, many of these Enzyme-Amplified Receptor Assay (ERA), which
transduction systems could be used in uses enzyme amplification In conjunction with
conjunction with molecular recognition by a receptor recognition for drugs or toxins. 7 We
receptor protein, thi s providing us with a variety of used the acetylcholine rec.:ptor system as our
strategies by which transduction of the model system. One initial concern was whether an
receptor-toxin binding phenomenon could be enzyme-labeled ligand could physically bind to the
measured Indeed, researchers are beginning to receptor site. The enzyme-labeled ligand Is a large
explore these strategies for the fabrication of molecule with a molecular weight exceeding
receptor-based sensors. A new type of 100,000. This protein is required to bind to the
acetylcholine sensor was recently described using ionic channel of the acetylcholine receptor, which
an Ion Sensitive Field Effect transistor (ISFET) with is hypothesized to be located in the pore structure

an acetylcholine receplor.6  of the activated receptor. It was unknown whether
steric hindrance would excluded the desired
binding phenomena or whether a commercially

The focus of our research was to develop a available enzyme-labeled ligand made for antibody
receptor-based assay, preferably a kit, as a screen recognition would have the appropriate molecular
for drugs and toxins that was rugged and would conformation for receptor recognition. In a
yield analytical results at levels of pharmacological preliminary study, we were able to describe the first
toxicity that could be obtained in a minimally successful demonstration of receptor recognition
equipped laboratory. A receptor-based assay that
would also be suitable for transition to a biosensor in conjunction with enzyme amplification. 8 Our
configuration for potential battlefield applications primary objective this year was to showthe
was desirable. One technique that looked like it analytical utility of this approach by examining the
might be ideal was an enzyme amplification theoretical basis for sensitivity and selectivity of the

scheme. Using antibody recognition, the Enzyme assay and demonstrating an assay for some
Multiplied Immunoassay Technique (EMIT), along compounds of interest for a system that had been
with the Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent formally optimized for performance, again using
Technique (ELISA), has been widely the acetylcholine receptor as a .model system.
commercialized for screening urine or plasma for
prescribed drugs or illicit substances of abuse. The acetylcholine (nicotinic) receptor is the
These immunoassays are used mainly as best characterized neuroreceptor and was the one
diagnostic tools for large-scale screening of many to be identified as a molecular entity that could be
specimens at reasonable cost and with minimum isolated, purified, and reconstituted into artificial
training of personnel. The general approach in membrane systems with quantitative retention of
these techniques required the addition of physiological properties. Generally speaking,
complementary antibodies that will selectively bind researchers refer to two different sites on the
the drug of interest depending on its equilibrium receptor protein. The receptor-active site binds
affinity constants. The elements in an EMIT assay the chemical messenger acetylcholine, or other
are the compound to be measured, agonist or antagonist compounds, in a
enzyme-labeled molecules of the compound, a voltage-independent manner. The "allosteric" or
specific antibody that binds the compound, and a "ionic channel" site bind several drugs and toxins

specific enzyme chromogenic substance that whose action is voltage independent. 9,10
forms color when converted by the enzyme Examples of radiolabeled probes that have been
conjugate- A key feature of this assay is that one used to identify the aciive site are acetylcholine, 11

of the reagents, the enzyme-labeled ligand,
catalytically amplifies the antibody-antigen binding alpha-bungarotoxin, 1 2 and d-tubocurarine. 13

reaction by a factor related to the turnover number Those used to identify the channel sites are
of the enzyme, such that relatively insensitive perhydrohistrionicoloxin, 14 Pcp,15
detectors (spectropholornetors or colorimteprs) trimothisoquin, 1 6 meproadlphen, 13 and
can be used to monitor nanornolar quantities of the 17  h
analyle. We propose a now technique, irnipramino. rho binding of these compounds
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to the allosteric channel-binding site is affected by respect to per,.",eter.- inat -.ould be unique for a
the presence of agonist compounds due to c'--sen rcceptor-enzyme-Iigand system. This
favorable ligand-induced conformational changes ii,,,ded parameters such as ionic strength and
caused by the latter. This intramolecular buffer media, receptor concentration, enzyme
communication phenomenon lead us to believe concentration, incubation time, concentration of
that we could use either an enzyme labeled with a activator compound (carbamylcholine), and the
channel compound to detect the presence of choice of enzyme-labeled ligand. Phase Il was the
drugs or toxins to this site and the acetylcholir- demonstration of the analytical utility of the ERA
site, or an enzyme labeled with a drug or toxin that procedure, by the measurement of drugs and toxic
targets the acetylcholine site and monitors both compounds, and the establishment of the
sites. We chose to use an enzyme labeled with a accuracy and precision of the method.
compoui d that targets the a!losteric channel site,
since there were two suitable cardidates METHODS
commercially available. However, the chemical
conjugation procedure of binding a drug or toxin is Preparation of Synthetic Data
relatively straight forward and can readily be
accomplished in an ordinary laboratory. The. efore, Theoretical response curves were prepared
within certain constraints of the experime (he using a VAX with the program written in Fortran.
potential exists to develop any erizyme-toxin/drug Using the appropriate equilibrium expressions,
conjugate that can be tailored to any parameters were varied to determine the
receptornansducer system. For instance, a toxin concentrations of reagents that would yield the
known to bind to a sodium ch,. -el coutd be best responses. This included the concentration
conjugated to an enzyme knc. -n to produce of the total amount of enzyme -labeled ligand (At*),
..mmonia, whose activity could then be monitored the total amount of receptor (Rt), the total amount
with an ammonia electrode. of analyte (At), the affinity constant of the ligand

used to labeled the enzyme (Ka*) and the affinity
in our current work, we chose to study drugs constant of the target analyte. The optimal

with hign affinities for the channel site: PCP, a response regions are a function of the ratio of
potent hallucinogýz,'ic substance that is an bound enzyme-labeled ligand to the total amount
extremely popular illicit drug with the street name of enzyme-labeled ligand (Af*/A~t). This ratio is
"angel dust;" chlopromazine, a therapeotic what is effectively observed experimentally. Two
antipsychotic agent; and imipramine, a tricyclic sets of data were generated. One set determined
antidepressant. These compounds all possess th3 cont-ý'ions of optimization of the direct binding
affinities for the channcl site above 106/M. We of enzyme-labeled ligand to receptor, while the
also tested crude snake venom from Bungarus other determined thu conditions of optimization for
multicintus, which targets the acetylcholine site on the response curve in the presence of analyte.
the receptor as the pharmacological site of toxicity. The laler data irnicated how the dynamic range of

the assay could be modulated by varying the
relevant experimental parameters. Synthetic data

Our program this year was a Wo-phase effort. was also collected that indicated the effects of
Phase I was an optimization study. We did several varying only one parameter In a given experiment

computer simulations of response surfaces by (ruch as receptor concentration in the presence of
mOlving the equilibrium equations while varying the a fixed quantity of enzyme.) This data was
concentraiions of the reagents (enzyme, ligand, compared to experimentally derived results.
receptor' and the relevant aff!nity constants. (Ka
for the analyte and Ka° for the enzyme-labeled Reagents
ligand.) This provided the basic guidance for the fnipramlne (IMP), chlorpromazine (CHL),
general caso oý any receptor-ligand system and sn ak v no (S M), coiprm adine
aide,J the experimental design of our model snake venom (SV), nicotinamide adenine
system. We then optimiZad our mrodl sys t em with dinucleolide (NAD), glucose 6-phosphate (G6P),

glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD, L.



imesenteroides), and snake venom from Optimization Study
Bungarus multicinctus were all purchased from
Sigma and i'sed without further purification. Thie Various experiments were conducted in
phencyclidine (PCP) was obtained from th.: which the concentration of one parameter was
Biotechnology Division. The glucose-6-phosohate varied, whila the others remained fixed. The
dehydrogenase labeled with PCP or DES were parameters examined included the receptor
both purcLseo irom Syva Co. (Palo Alto, CA) as a concentration, the enzyme-ligand concentration,
part 0 EMIl kits and were reconstituted with watpir the concentration of carbamylcholine, or the
and alowed to equilibrate at room temperature (,-. incubation time. The basic procedure was to
to 25 °C) for at least 1 hr prior to use. No introduce a fixed volume of each species with the
informadion was available on the enzyme activity of concentration of th- reagent under consideration
the DES or PCP concentration of this conjugate. varied over a range that would produce a
(Under assay conditions comparable to significant effect. Typical volumes of reagents
unconjugated enzyme, the G6PD-DES was were 8 4.L of carbamylcholine, 150 pL of receptor
estimated to oe -ibcui 1.2 units/mL, while the protein, 15 4L of G6PD-ligand, and 7 ILL of buffer.
G6PD-PCP was estimated to be about 1 unit/mL.) The pH was usually at 7.4. All the reagents were

placed in a 1.5 mL-microcentrifuge tube.
Preparation of Acetylcholine Receptor

CALIBRATION CURVES BY ERA
Torpedo californica was purchased from

Pacific Biomarire (Inglewood, CA) and Torpedo Standard solutions of im'.ramine,
nobiliana was purchased from Biofish (Boston chlorpromazine, and PCP were pr .,pared using
MA): it was stored at .70 °C. The preparation of Torpedo buffer without Na2HPO 4.
acelylcholine receptor was performed at low Concentrationt typically ranged from 0.2 AM to

temperature (0- 4 ' C). Torpedo (20 g) was first 10 .M, that resulted in final concentrations of
chopped, then homogenized, in 40 mL of analytes in the reaction vials of about 4 to 400 nM.
Torpedu buffer consisting of 154 mM NaCI, 50mM The snake venom standard wag prepared in
Tris, 5 mM of Na2HPO4 , and 1rmM EDTA (all from methanol and was blown to dryness in the reaction

Fisher Scientific) at pH 7.4 for I mim. The vial prior to use. Buffer (8 IpL) was then introduced
homogenate was allowed to stand for 2 min and to resuspend the toxin before the addition of the

was again honogenized for 1 min. The mixture othor reagents. A 7 ptL quantity of 1 mM
was centrifuged at 2,500 rpm for 10 min, and carbamylcholine was first added to vials containing

supernatant was filtered in two layers of 150 pL of receptor protein or Torpedo buffer (as

cheesecloth. ]"'[e remaining peýllet was again blank) and were allowed to stand for 2 min.

homogenized, centrifuged, and filtered as Standard solutions of analytes (8 pt-) were then

described above. The combined filtered introduced, and the mixtures were mixed

supernatant was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 1 hr thoroughly. After allowing these mixtures

at 4 "C. After separating the filtrate, the final pellet containing the drug and receptor to preincubate

was suspended in 4 iiiL of Tris buffer consisting of for about 5 min (60 min for snake venom), 15 ;L
154 mM NaCI, 50rmM Trs, and 1 mM EDTA aliquots of G6PD-DES enzyme were added. All

adjusted to pH 7., at an average protein vials were then incubated for a minimum of

concentration of G 10 mg/mL. This procedure 30 min.

yields receptors prepared as vesicles. The
acetylchchino reo'eptors were assayed with respect Analysis of Samples
1,o total protemn concentration by the method of-• After an incubation period, the vials were

Brad'ord- 18  centrifuged at 8,000 rpm for 10 min at 4 °C. Then,
50 piL of the supermatant from each vial were
added to 750 pL of substrate containing I tM G6P
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and NAD In a quartz cuvette, and this was can be assayed using the analytical system should
immediately followed by measurement of enzyme be determined before proceeding with
activity, experimental work. We also found that the

receptor and enzyme-labeled ligand
Instruments concentrations should be in a range in which

significant inhibition of the original enzyme activity
Centrifugation was carried out with an IET-HT can be measured. Generally speaking, this

Centrifuge at 4 °C. Acetylcholine receptors were condition is achieved using a high receptor
homogenized using a Polytron (Brinkman concentration [Rt] and a low enzyme-ligand
Instruments) setting of 5 (50% power). Reactions concentration [A*t].

* were carried out in 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tubes at
room temperature (22 °C). Enzymatic activity of the The final consideration in optimization
G6PD ligand conjugate was monitored in quartz strategy is the range of the analytical curve. This is
cuvettes with the spectrophotometer at 340 nM. modulated by the ratio of the total receptor
Measurements were made with a Hitachi model concentration io the enzyme-labeled ligand
100-60 spectrophotometer. Responses were concentraion [Rt],[A't]. The ratio of [Rty[A*t]

* followed on a Heath strip chart recorder and inital appears optimal at about 10. It was interesting to
rates calculated manually from recorder tracings. note that the anaytical range of the analyte of

Interest [A] is established based upon the Ka of
Preparation of Data the iigand to the receptor system. For instance,

compounds with a high affinity for the receptor
In most experiments, the data was protein have analytical ranges at much lower

* normalized to indicate the percentage of initial concentrations than tnose with low affinities. This
enzyme activity remaining (or the percentage provides a theoretical basis for the notion that
inhibition of enzyme activity) as a function of the receptor recognition will be at the level of the
parameter being studied. This treatment seemed pharmacological effectiveness.
to factor out the small fluctuations in the receptor
activity from preparation to preparation and allowed Optimization of the Acetylcholinb System!1 tha comparison of run-to-run data.
, comp o oThe general scheme for the ERA technique
RESULTS as it applies here is:

Computer Modeling of the ERA AChR + Analyto ArhR:Analyte [l]

. Guidelines were established for the use of
the ERA procedure for the general case for any AChR + Analyte + G6PD-ligand zc
receptor-ligand system. Various contour maps
were prepared Indicating regions of Inhibition of AUit,,.Analyte +AchR:G6PD-Ilgand [21
enzyme activity, varying the receptor,
enzyme-labeled concentration, with a given affinity Equation 3 shows the overall reactions

* constant. From maps such as these, involved In the analytical method.
one-dimensional Information (varying only one
parameter, e.g. either the concentration of
enzyme or the conc('ntration of rec.eptor) can be G6P + NAD÷ + analyte + AchR
derived aboul the theoretical shape of a binding
curve. From contour maps it was also determineo 6-phosphoglucono-d-lactone +

* that the enzym- labeled litiand (the signal-creating NADH + H + AchR:analyte +
species) should contai, ,.gand with a high affinity
(large Ka*) for the receptor. Practical G6PD-higand:AchR (inactive) +
considerations In this experiment mandate that the G6PD-ligand (aciive) [31
absolute lowest concentration of the enzyme that
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As previous determined, the binding of a work was done with the G6PD-PCP conjugate, a
specific drug or toxin is mainly dependent on the comparison indicated that the G6PD-DES showed
affinity equilibria in the first reaction. The assay greater inhibition characteristics when the two
employs commercially available G6PD, which has a enzyme-conjugates were used at the same
ligand attached to it known to bind to the channel concentration with respect to enzymatic activity. It
site. Since the ligand has been covalently is unclear why this is true, and the manufacturer
attached in close proximity to the active site of could not release information pertaining to the ratio
catalytic action, the binding of the ligand to the of ligand to enzyme, or details of the conjugation
receptor will result in the Inactivation of the procedure. But we believe that this effect was due
enzyme, as shown in equation 3, while the to some aspect of the conjugating procedure that
unbound enzyme-labeled ligand remains active produced this difference in receptor recognition,
and is still available to convert substrate to product. or enzyme activity modulation, caused by
In the presence of the enzyme-labeled ligand and receptor-enzyme binding. The G6PD-DES was

free analyte, a competition for binding sites used in all subsequent studies.
between the free drug and the enzyme labeled
ligand results in a constant product ratio. With no Effect of Varying Receptor Concentration
analyte, the enzyme markers activity is inhibited by
its binding to the receptor protein. (The enzyme is The theoretical calculations indicated that
"turned off" quantitatively as determined by the conditions of optimal binding of enzyme-labeled
protein concentration.) The activity of the enzyme ligand to receptor would occur with higher
increases analytically as the analyte (drug or toxin) concentrations of receptor protein. Figure 1A
competes for the same binding site on the shows a theoretical binding curve for a
receptor protein as the marker enzyme. receptor-ligand-labeled enzyme system with an
Therefore, the binding event of the analyte to the affinity constant of 4 X 106. The enzyme-ligand
receptor (typically at the nanomolar level) is
catalytically amplified by a factor of about 100,000, concentration has been fixed at 1.6 X 107 M, while
the turnover number of the enzyme. Using the receptor concentration is varied from 10-9 to
constant amounts of AchR and G6PD-ligand, 10"6 M. In practice, when this is done, the
quantitation of free drug ,can then be performed in
the presence of the substrate using a calibration
curve. The activity of the enzyme is measured by leo
monitoring the conversion of substrate (NAD) to
product (NADH+) using a conventional detector, in 80

this case, an ordinary spectrophotometer set at
340 nm. The rate of formation of NADH is
proportional to the amount of enzyme (or to the W 60
free drug) present.

Nz
W 40

Choice of Enyzme-Labeled Ligand

Two enzyme-labeled ligands were 20

commerically available that were suitable 0 20o 4o0 600 800 1000 1o20
RECEPTOR CONCENTRATION

candidates. They met the criterion established by (10 E.9M)
the modeling experiment that required affinity

constants of at least 106/M . Both were the G6PD Figure IA. A Theoretical Binding Curve for a
enzyme; one was labeled with phencyclidine (with Receptor- Ligand -Labeled Enzyme System with an

an Ka' of about .1 to 3.3 X 107/M) and the other Affinity Constant of 4 X 106. Receptor
was labeled with desipramine (with a Ka' of about Concentration is Varied from 10"9 to 3 X 10- 6M
.1 to 1.25 X 1MAlthough much of the initial and the Enzyme Concentration is Fixed at 1.6 X10107/M.) 

10-7M.
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receptor is characterized in terms of protein mass 100
rather than molar concentration of binding sites.
(Receptor concentration was varied from 0 to go-
approximately 7.8 mg/mL of protein, with the
enzyme activity fixed at 0.10 units/mL.) The
predicted response curve was observed as shown 80
in Figure lB.

2 70-
Nz

110 w60

S100 s
> 0 1000 2000 3000 4000

S ,(Enz cone 1O.-M)

WAJ 90 -------- Figure 2A. A Computer-Generated Binding

N Curve. The receptor concentration was fixed at
Z 80 2.5 X 10- 7 M and the enzyme concentration was

varied from 10-9 to 3 X 10-6M.
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Figure 1 B. Experimentai Data Collected on the
Effects of Varying Receptor Concentration With a
Fixed Amount of Enzyme Labeled Ligand 0

w 70-

"Effect of Varying Enzyme Concentration N

The theoretical calculations indicated that
"conditions of optimal binding of enzyme-labeled
Ilgand to receptor would occur with lower 60.

"concentrations of enzyme-labeled ligand, with the 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

"absolute lower limit determined by the ability of the ENZ CONe (units)

analytical method to monitor low concentrations of
enzyme. A computer-generated binding curve, in Figure 2B. Effect of Varying Enzyme

which the receptor concentration was fixed Concentration. The receptor concentration was
,. 0,7 M afixed at about 7 mg/mL of protein, and the
.2.5Xl -7 M and the enzyme concentration was enzyme concentration was varied from 0.02

varied from 10-9 to 3X, 0 -6 M is shown in Figure units/mL to 0.5 units/mL.
2A. An experiment was performed In which the
receptor concentration was fixed at about 7mg/mL Effect of Activator Compound
of protein, and the enzyme concentration was
varied from .02 units/mL to .5 units/mL. The
results are shown In Figure 2. The response The existence of three distinct states of thecurve closely followed that predicted by the acetycholine receptor as related to the
modeling study. concentration of activator compound and

exposure time with the receptor has been
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postulated. 19 These states are nominally carbamylcholine, the enzyme activity appeared to

described as resting (inactivated), activated, and be 20% higher than the control run with no

desensitized. Channel-binding compounds bind receptor protein, probably due to the fact that the

best to receptors that are activated; the presence receptor protein itself is water insoluble and

of activator compound appears to increase the occupies some percentage of the total volume in

affinity of the channel-binding compound to the the microcentrifuge tubes. This effectively
Ssite. The relationship between observed binding concentrated the enzyme into a smaller volume.

of G6PD-PCP to the acetylcholine receptors and This study was repeated with G6PD-DES and

varying quantities of activator compound was results were in close agreemeht with the

determined using carbamylcholine as the G6PD-PCP study. Although this dose-dependent
physiological activator. An experiment was behavior of torpedo membrane toward the

conducted to determine the optimum receptor agonist has been studied extensively, it is

concentration range of carbarnylcholine necessary advantageous to use such response as a means of

to fully activate the binding of the channel confirming the receptor activity, since this is a

compounds without desensitizing the tissue. The unique characteristic of this receptor system.

results are shown in Figure 3. Effect of Buffer Type

The effect of buffer type on assay
performance was examined with three different

140 . .- - -types. Receptor function is known to be highly
1. dependent on the ionic strength and media of the
120 .immediate environment. Also, it was known thatj the enzyme activity could be affected by buffer

< 100 type. The torpedo buffer and a 50 mM tris buffer

W <- 0 carb with 154 mM NaCI and 1 mM EDTA (pH7.4) were
- -.-.-. prepared as described earlier. A tris buffer wasz prepared from .055 M Tris-HCI at (pH 8.0 with

.60- 0.05% sodium azide stabilizer.) Receptors were
a tprepared as usual and resuspended into one of

40 ... . the three buffers. Using blanks prepared without
-- •=--14 -12 -10 .8 .6 -4 .2 receptors, the amount of inhibition of enzyme

ilog [carb] activity was measured. The standard deviation of
each experiment was determined from four

Figure 3. Effect of Activator Compound on measurements, and the relative standard deviation
Binding of Receptor to G6PD-PCP. Graph was calculated. The results are shown in Figure 4.
displays apparent activity of enzyme in the The torpedo buffer without phosphate presented
presence of increasing amounts of the most favorable conditions for receptor-ligand
carbamylcholine, binding, as indicated by the higher percentage of

enzyme inhibition due to enzyme-ligand-receptor
binding.

In the absence of carbamylcholine, some
binding of G6PD-PCP to the receptor occurred as
evidenced by the 10% reduction in enzyme Antigen-antibody reactions can require
activity. Concentrations of activator up to 0.1mM incubation times of 30 mn i or more for fullseemed to cause optimum binding, since theinuaontmso30mnrmreorul
activity se the enzyme appeared to decrease to the equilibration. Therefore, it seemed plausible thata50%ctivity owever, appe to devease tondin the receptor-drug interaction might require some%level. However, above this level, the binding time for full equilibration of the reaction. An
reaction was hindered, presumably due to experiment was conducted in which several
receptor desensitization. At 200 MM of samples were prepared under the same conditions
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Figure 4. Effect of Buffer Conposition of Figure 5. Dependence of Enzyme Activity on
• Apparent Binding of Enzyme-Labeled Ligand to Incubation Time

Receptor Protein as Indicated by Percent Enzyme
Inhibition

for an analyte with an affinity of 105/M and 106/M is
and allowed to Incubate for various amounts of shown in Figure 6A. This can be compared to an
time prior to centrifugation and assay. One actual response curve generated for the analyte
modification was that centrifugation was performed PCP (Figure 6B). Although we were uncertain as
for 5 min rather than the usual 1 0-mmn interval. The to the actual ratio of total receptor to enzyme-
total amount of time for incubation was defined as labeled Ilgand, the actual and predicted curves are
that time elapsed prior to centrifugation. very sinilar.
Incubation was completed after 30 min as
determined by no further change in the enzymatic

• activity (Figure 5), and this period was used for all 10
subsequent experiments. It should be noted that Ka = 10 6

the solutions were fairly high In receptor 9.
concentration, and constant stirring was not used. > a, Ka = 10.5
It is believed that this incubation time can be F_ .. .. -

reduced if lower concentrations oi receptor are ot
* used in conjunction with continuous stirring or u 70

shaking after Introduction of all reagents. 0
N
Z 60 -a-

Calibration Curves of Channel-Binding 0 so -. . .-
Compounds

0 20 40 60 80 100
Using the optimized reagent concentrations, 0 20 40 IALYT0

three channel-binding compounds (PCP, l OF ANALYTE
imipramine, and chlorpromazine) with similar
affinity constants were measured using the ERA Figure 6A. ERA Theoretically Derived
technique. Since ERA and Emit methods are Response Curves for Analytes with Affinities of

* based on competition between free drug and 105/M and 106/M. The ratio [RtV[Rt] has been
enzyme-labeled drug for binding sites, the fixed at 10.
measured enzyme activity is proportionally related
to concentration of the drug in the sample. A
shape of a theoretically derived response curve
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Figure 6B. Response Curve for the Analyte

PCP Figure 7. ERA Regression Curve for PCP

Concentrations are Log Transformed
To use response curves for quantitation, we

found that those prepared showing the regressing
normalized enzyme activity against a log The response of the other binding
transformation of analyte concentration gave compounds, chlorpromazine and imipramine, was
suitable correlation coefficients (> .95). very similar to that of PCP with respect to slope and

intercept. The imipramine showed somewhat
We also compared the performance of the better response characteristics, which might be

ERA assay to a commercially available anticipated since it is structural analog to the ligand
immunoassay (EMIT) screen for the analyte PCP. used to label the enzyme probe used.
Samples were prepared in a urine matrix and
analyzed using the two different methods. EMIT Calibration Curve of Snake Venom
was used exactly as stated in the instructions,
except that measurements were taken manually. A Figure 8 shows a response curve for crude
standard curve for PCP used in the ERA assay is venom from Bungarus multicintus; the response
shown in Figure 7, The precision and accuracy of to snake venom was linear rather than logarithmic
these two techniques are compared in Table 1. over a narrow concentration range. This plot
The ERA technique appears to be at least as represents our first work with antagonist
accurate as the EMIT method, with somewhat compounds, and more work is needed to fully
better precision. characterize the response. Table 2 summarizes

regression curve parameters for some of the drugs
and toxins we tested this year.

TABLE 1: COMPARISON OF ERA AND EMIT PCP ASSAY IN URINE MATRIX:
PRECISION AND ACCURACY

ACCURACY PRECISION
Target FOUNO D FOUND STANDARD DEVIATION

.oncentration CONC(ERA) CONC(EMIT) (ERA) (EMIT)
(nanomolar)

4.9 5.25 3.88 8.78 6.77
49 41.5 82.6 31.8 174

490 5261 374 720 6730
Correlation Coefficient (R) 0.998 0.983
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receptor onto a plate or film will show the optimum
response characteristics. Another concideration is

LO 1.0 the analytical range of this technique. We may be
N operating close to the limits of this technique as

S--- presently configured, since som e of the lots of
totpedo fish we received did not display significant

0 oactivity to be used with our ERA method. Current
0.6 plans include switching our detection technique to

--. ____an amperometric detection which is at least one
> 0.4
-- torder of magnitude more sensitive that our current

colorimetric method. We also need to address thew02•
W y -- 1--2--2 * 5.2183•4x RA2 =0.959 response characteristics of toxins that are

_ __-_acetylcholine antagonist compounds. This work isN 0.0,ZL 0 100 200 planned for early next year. Future engneering
p.g SNAKE VENOM efforts may yield a variety of ways to physically

deploy this assay. It should be technically feasible

- Figure 8. ERA Regression Curve for Crude to engineer it into the development of
enzyme-receptor field "tickets" that change colorSVenom from Bungarus multicintus in the presence of toxins, or into microtiter plates

for drug and toxin screens.
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Cynthia A. Ladouceur, CRDEC

Development of a Highly-Sensitive Microcalorimetric
Immunoassay and a Thermal Imaging Immunoassay
for the Detection of Small or Large Molecular Weight

Substances

An infrared imager was used to determine whether or not it is possible to
'visualize' the heat liberated from antigen-antibody binding events. Based on the
preliminary experimental results, it appears that this may be a useful tool for the
detection of antigen-antibody reactions. This, in turn, could result in the
development of a new immunodiagnostic test for the detection of a variety of small
and large molecular weight substances in solid samples such as hair and feathers.

INTRODUCTION enthalpy of reaction. A typical enthalphy of
reaction might be 10 K-cal/mole, and this would

Currently, a battery of immunologic assays are allow one to detect 3.6 x 10 -4 moles/sec of
available for use in analytical laboratories. All of reactant. The concentration detectability limit
these assays involve the binding of antigens to depends upon the specific rate constant for the
specific antibodies. Examples of these assays are reaction.
the radioimmunoassay, enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay, fluorescent immunoassay, Thermography (a term derived from thermo'
hemagglutination inhibition immunoassay, and meaning heat and 'graphy' meaning the process of
free radical assay technique. Since labels such as recording) can be used to detect and measure
radioisotopes, enzymes, fluorophores, red blood variations in heat emitted by different regions on a
cells, and stable free radicals are employed in surface. An infrared imager and associated
these immunoassays, the limiting factor in support equipment can be used to detect these
determining the sensitivity of the assay is the ability variations in heat and transform them Into
to detect the label. 1 ,2 electronic signals that can be recorded

photographically (i.e., on video tape).
Several studies have shown that heat is a Simultaneous Infrared imaging and thermal

byproducl of the binding of an antigen to a specific analysis in both the 3-5 and 8-12 tim spectral
antibody, and this heat can be detected with a flow bands can be accomplished with this equipmo0it,
calorimeter. 3 T9 The heat liberated within the Applications for this technoloy include the
reaction vessel of the calorimeter flows by detection of vehicles (i.e., tanks and aircraft),
conduction from the vessel through a thermopile humans, and animals. In the case of the latter two,
to a thermostated heat sink. The temperature car manufacturers are developing infrared imaging
gradient across the thermopile produces an output systems for night vision (i e., detecting people ordoer in a car's path). Hospital laboratories have
voltage (Peltier effect) ,. ,at can be amplified and
recorded. Commericial systems are available with used thermography for diagnosing abnormal or
limits of detectability of 0.15 microwatts (3.58 x disease conditions in human tissues.

10-8 cal/sec). The delectability limits on the molar This paper reports on the use of thermography
concentration of the substance to be tested for or thermal imaging with an infrared imager for the
depends upon the reaction kinetics and the detection of antigan-antibody reactions.
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RESULTS

MATERIALS AND METHODS Based on the initial findings, it appears that the
Inframetrics Model 210 Infrared Imager can be

Initially, a microcalorimeter was to be used to used for the visualization of the heat liberated from
measure the heat produced when a particular antigen-antibody reactions.
antigen combines with a specific antibody. A
market survey was conducted to compare Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the thermal image
calorimeters to determine which one would be proAuced at 1 and 4 min, respectively, after an
suitable for this study and for future, related antigen (bovine serum albumin - BSA) was reacted
studias that will enhance the Army's with specific antibody (antiBSA antibody). As can
chemical-biological detection capabilities. A list of be seen from the look-up tables to the right of the
suitable candidates was narrowed down to the reaction area, this area is becoming progressively
following: (a) Hart Model 7708 DSC (differential warmer as the reaction proceeds. Other
scanning calorimeter), (b) Setaram Micro-DSC photographs, taken at various stages during the
Batch and Flow Calorimeter, (c) LKB Thermal antigen-antibody reactions, also illustrate this
Activity Monitor, and (d) Perkin-Elmer DSC-7. After progressive warming over time.
a careful review of the specifications and
capabilities of each calorimeter and DISCUSSION
demonstrations of the equipment in actual use,
The Hart Model 7708 DSG was selected. As a The objective of this study was to develop a
re.sult of the many delays encouniered in its highly-sensitive analytical tool for the detection of a
procurement, the microcalorimeter needed for this wide variety of substances in gas, liquid, and solid
study was not available, samples. Examples of the substances include

th,reat materials, hazardous chemicals, drugs.
Instead, an alternate technology for heat ioxins, infectious organisms, and antibodies

detection was ermployed. A collaborative effort directed against these organisms. Examples of
was set up between Dr. Cynthia A. Ladouceur and the test samples include body fluids, hair; nails; fur;
three employees of the U.S. Army Combat feathers; internal tissues from humans, wild or
Systems Test Activity (CSTA), Aberdeen Proving domestic animals, birds, or insects; and plant
Ground, MD. These indiviouals are Mr. Frank F. tissues.
Catien, Ms. Pamela N. Costianes, and Mr. William
C. Burch Several experiments were performed to Although many more experiments need to be
determine whether or not the Infrainetrics Model done, the initial results show promise that infrared
210 Infrared Inager could be used for visualizing imaging can be used to detect the heat liberated
the heat liberated when an antigen.antibody from the reaclton of antigen with specific antibody.
binding event occurs. initial experiments utilized This, in turn, can be used as the basis of a new
commercially-available antigens and antibodies. All immunodiagnoslic tees that would enable
reactions were carried out on nitrocellulose dotection of snmall or large molecular weighit
mentranes since proloins nre easily adsorbed to s~ibstances in liquid and solid samples. The facd
the surface of these membranes. The thermal that the techntque Could be utilized for analyzing
images were recorded on U-matic videocassettes solid sanmpes is particularly sKnificant since few
so that changes in heat resulting from the reaclion immunoassays are capable of this. In the future,
of antigen with specific antibody could be this lechnique could be used to detect chemicals
quantified and interpreted at a later date. Using and threat agents that have been incorporated
look-up tables, contrat expansion, within hair. fur, or feathers. Thus, this
pseudocoloring, and a 256 trame-integraion imnmnoassay could have a significant inm)act on
technique, still photographs were also taken with 1he verdiacion of a chemical wairare ,reaty.
Polaroid 339 film. For increased clarity, each
photograph was magnified.
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SWARMER

REACTION AT 1 MIN.
So COOLER

Figure 1. Photograph showing the thermal image produced one minute after an
antigen (bovine sarum albumin - BSA) was reacted with specific antibody (ankiBSA
antibody). The reactio;, area is framed by the large arrows. The look-up tables to the right
represent a range of reaction temperatures.

S• WARMER

SREACTION AT 4 MIN.

SCOOLER

•10-11 Mal

FIgure 2. Photograph showing the thermal Image produced four minutes after an antigen
(bovine serum albumin - BSA) was reacted with specific antibody (antiBSA antibody). The
reaction area is framed by the large arrows. The look-up tables to the right represent a range
of reaction tempentures.
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The use of infrared imaging to 'visualize' the 7. C. C. Bigelow, B. R. Smith, and K. J.
heat liberated from antigen -antibody binding Dorrington, "Equilibrium and Kinetic Aspects of
events should also lead to a greater understanding Subunit Association in Immunoglobulin G,"
of the variability in the strengths of antigen- Biochem. Vol. 13(22), pp 4602-4608 (1974).
antibody bonds. This technique may be useful for
differentiating weak antigen-antibody bonds from 8. K. J. Dorrington, and C. Kortan, "A
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Thaddeus J. Novak, CRDEC

VYCOR POROUS GLASS AS AN OPTICAL-BASED
FILTER LIFE INDICATOR FOR PROTECTIVE

MASK FILTER ELEMENTS

A study was undertaken to identify a basis for developing a nondestructive
filter life indicator small and simple enough to be used in protective masks
while they are in use. Two filter life indicator concepts that utilize organic test
vapors were considered. A catalytic Vycor Porous Glass (VPG) detector was used
in one concept (the original) and a liquid crystal film detector was used in
another (a revised version). The best VPG detector developed detects only high

* levels of amines and hence is not promising. Based on preliminary data, the
revised concept looks promising and further study is recommended.

INTRODUCTION the required nondestructive nature of the test
procedure.

This study was undertaken to identify a basis
for developing a nondestructive filter life indicator As a consequence, we identified liquid crystal
sufficiently small and simple to be used in M-1 7 or films as a class of chromogenic detectors that is
M-40 type protective masks while they are in use. vastly superior to others as an Indicator of filter life.
While a variety of concepts have been Liquid crystal detectors, which consist a of thin
Investigated, none are appropriate for this liquid crystal film viewed between crossed polars2,
application. The original concept investigated was have a unique set of attractive characteristics that
based on the use of Vycor Porous Glass (VPG) as coincide with our requirements. The results of
a chromogenic detector capable of Indicating filter research undertaken to Identify catalysts that
life by signaling the penetration of a carbon bed by accelerate the discoloration reaction of adsorbed
common organic atmospheric pollutants. organics on VPG are presented. Preliminary data

from prenetratlon studies of the ASC Whetlerite
This concept was revised because a newly carbon bed conducted with a newly developed

developed catalytic detector (VPG treated with catalytic VPG detector and also with a liquid crystal
manganous chloride) required very high levels of film detector are also given.
pollutants (amines) required to trigger a detection
signal. The magnitude of the deleterious effect of METHODS
adsorbed water on the penetration rates of weakly
adsorbed vapors in carbon beds Is significant. Catalyst Impregnated VPG was prepared by
Therefore, It was concluded that pulses of two cutting a cleaned rod 1/8 Inch In diameter (Corning
entirely different kinds of organic vapors (both low Glass Works, Corning, NY) Into 1/4-Inch pieces and
in molecular weight, but one polar and the other soaking each piece In a saturated aqueous

* nonpolar) will be needed to Indicate the filter life for solution of candidate catalyst for 15 mn. The
both strongly and weakly adsorbed CW agents. treated pieces were subsequently dried and then
Weakly rather than strongly adsorbed organic exposed to organic vapors in 5-mL vials. The
vapors were selected for the vapor pulse(s) due to candidate catalysts were from Strem Chemical Co.

and Chem Service, Inc.
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The liquid crystal film was prepared by placing in Figures 1 and 2. Fresh ASC Whetlerite carbon

ca 10 gL of liquid crystal K-15 (British Drug House, and a sample from the same batch that had been

Ltd.) on a glass microscope slip 1/2 inch in loaded to 80% of capacity with DMMP were used.
diameter and smearing it with a Kim Wipe to form a Both carbon samples were obtained from Physical

uniform thin film. The carbon bed penetration Protection Directorate, CRDEC.

studies were carried out in the apparatuses shown

-- ' - W t 4

.r-

I., *C

SEPORZ VAPOR AMTR VAPOR
""aI)4JIRAT"O MMYRTIbOd

Figure 1. Apparatus for Carbon Bed Penetration Studies with Vycor Porous Glass Detector
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.e ... 1 - . ...

"post VAPOR A VAPOR

Figure 2. Apparatus for Carbon Bed Penetration Studies with Liquid Crystal Detector
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ORIGINAL
CONCEPT

Figure 3 depicts the original concept. A piece
of VPG rod is embedded inside the carbon bed at
the time of manufacture. Akemately, the VPG rod
could be used in a segmented bed, which would
assure mixing of the vapors that penetrated to that
depth in the mask and would alleviate possible
misinterpretations from the effects of
nonuniformity (channeling) in the carbon bed. The
VPG rod, which discolors when it adsorbs organic
vapors, would be protected from contamination
while the bed remained active. When organic
pollutants commonly found in the atmosphere
penetrated the mask and adsorbed on the VPG
rod, a color change would signal that the filter
should be replaced.

FILTER

BEFORE
mOo

BECOMES
CONTAMINATED Ut

MLAN

COLORLESS RCO.

FILTER
AFTER

it ROFigure 4. Vycor Porous Glass Rods Embedded
RECOUE Inside MK;3A1 Filter Ellement

mJ

AESO'JJmlED VAPOtM

SMEAC1ON AOXORIEO OxIO*•11O•d 0XIOATIONRECTO VAPOR CATALVOIT PRODC4 TS
C-OM VOA Pn impci-(arit characteristic of VPG that is of

CnA* O RLIZternjt, in this application is that it acts as a "light

Figure 3. Vycor Porous Glass as a Residual ie pp" Be,,au!e of this and related factors, the
IndVcator forou Filtes scclor change produced by contamination of the
Indicator for Filters glass by organic va,;ors is strongest when the

glass is viewed "er.d-on." VPG rods and
1 ~rjctangles (the shapes In which it is com'mercially

Figure 4 shows how a fiber-optic fib&r could made) (the state this.

convey a chromogenic detection signz to the

eyepiece of the mask where it could ikO viewed by
the wearer. An optical Iibar would cc. wey light
from a small light emitting diode (LE-0) to the VPG
detector. Light emitted from the VWG rod woul(
be conveyed to the eyepiece where the beam
would be projected on a small screen.
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with a selected amine vapor, diethylamine,
S_ showed that vapor levels at and above 5000 ppm

are detectable within 1 min, detection of smaller
levels are possible but require more time.

The experimenta! apparatuses used to study
carbon bed penetration with the VPG/Mn and

COLO 8m liquid crystal detectors are shown in Figures 1 and
2, respectively. Organic vapors are generated by

IOLO $drawing a stream of air through an organic liquid.
The vapors are retained on the bed according to
the remaining physical adsorption capacity of the

N OUD-RAJ-A bed. When vapors penetrate, they are detected•"•'--.NO ADSOM690O VAM ADllOfllIM VAPOR

(COLOAL.EUS (ALMO4- COLORLESS) by a color change in the chromogenic detector
located in the adjoining funnel. At the left of each
figure, the detector is shown as it would appear
before penetration, and on the right as it would

Figure 5. Effect of Adsorbed Vapors on Vycor when vapors break through the bed. Vapor
Porous Glass penetration is signalled by a colorless --> brown

color change in the VPG rod (Figure 1). The liquid
crystal detector (Figure 2) shows a striking color
change that varies depending on the type of solid

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION support used for the liquid crystal film and the
polarizers used. When the solid support is glass

Table I contains the vapor detection and circular polarizers (hand-held polariscope from
selectivity profile for cleaned VPG in the absence Arthur H. Thomas, Inc.) are used, the color change
of catalyst. The data show that of the 26 tested, is from bright yellow to dark purple; when linear
only one organic vapor produced a color change in polarizers are used, it is from yellow to black.
the VPG detector within a 5-min exposure. Only
two of the test vapors (piperidine anra In Table 6 is a comparison of ASC Whetlerite
diethylamine) produced a response within a bed penetration times for the VPG/Mn detector
30-min exposure. Eight of 26 vapors produced a and a liquid crystal detector in tests carried out with
response when exposed overnight, and 19 of 26 three different organic vapors. The liquid crystal
produced a color change after exposure to test detector was made by simply smearing liquid
vapors for 30 min and subsequent heating for 1 hr crystal K-15 on a glass slide. Diethylamine vapor is
at 160 °C on a hot plate, detectable by both types of detectors; in each

case it showed longer breakthrough times for the
In an effort to find catalysts capable of fresh bed. The liquid crystal detector, a

accelerating the discoloration reactions of organic nonspecific detector for organic vapors, can also
vapors adsorbed on VPG, 38 candidate catalysts be used with a larger variety of test vapors. When
(Table 2) were tested in combination with 24 tested in cornhination with the liquid crystal
organic vapors representing 18 functional group detector, acetone and dichloromethane vapors
categories (Table 3). While improved detection showed longer penetration times for fresh beds
responses were observed with seven of the than those obtained with diethylamine vapor.
candidates (Table 4), only the responses of When viewed Irom a filter life indicator perspective,
manganous chloride were sufficiently strong and nonspecificity is only one of the attractive
rapid to be studied further. Tests of a variety of characteristics of liquid crystal vapor sensors;
arnines (Table 5) show that the VPG/Mn detector Is others are summarized in Table 7.
sensitive to amines In general. Sensitivity tests
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Table 1. Detection Selectivity for Vycor Porous Glass (no Catalyst)

OBSERVED COLOR (AFTER
INDICATED TIME/TREATMENT

TYPE/NAME (OF ADSORBED VAPOR) 5 MIN 30 MIN 16 HR 1600C/1 HR

ACETAL/11,1 -DIMETHOXYETHANE NONE NONE NONE MWAN
ACID HALIDE/BENZOYL CHLORIDE NONE NONE VW/YEL VW/YEL
ALDEHYDE AROMATIC/BENZALDEHYDE NONE NONE M/YEL 3/BROWN
ALDEHYDE AROMATIC SUB/ANISALDEHYDE NONE NONE MNEL S/BROWN
AMIDE/N,N-DIMETH'YLFORMAMIDE NONE NONE NONE VWNEL
AMINE, MONO/PIPERIDINE W/EL W/YEL M/YEL S/YEL
AMINE, ALIPHATIC/DIETHYLAMINE NONE M/YEL SYEL SYEL

AMINE, MONO, HYDROXY/ETHANOLAMINE NONE NONE NONE NONE
AMINE, POLY/DIETHYLENETRIAMINE NONE NONE WYEL W/EL
AMINE, AROMATIC/ANILINE NONE NONE M/YEL S/RUST
CARBONATE/DIETHYL CARBONATE NONE NONE NONE WNEL
ESTER MONO/ETHYL ACETATE NONE NONE NONE NONE
ESTER AROMATIC/BENZYL ACETATE NONE NONE NONE NONE

ETHERIBUTYL ETHER NONE NONE NONE WYEL
ETHER/PROPYLENE OXIDE NONE NONE NONE NONE
ETHER, AROMATIC/ANISOLE NONE NONE NONE VWYEL
HALOGEN CPND AROMATIC/BENZYL CHLORIDE NONE NONE NONE M/BROWN
HETEROCYCLIC CPND/4-PICOLINE NONE NONE W/,EL W/EL
KETONE MONO/METHYI.. ETHYL DETONE NONE NONE NONE WYEL

KETONE DVACETYLACETONE NONE NONE NONE WNEL
KETONE AROMATIC/ACETOPHENONE NONE NONE NONE M/YEL
LACTON/BUTYROLACTONE NONE NONE NONE NONE
NITRILE/ACETONITRILE NONE NONE NONE NONE
SULFATE/ETHYL CHLOROSULFATE NONE NONE NONE NONE
HALIDE/BENZYNE SULFONYL CHLORIDE NONE NONE NONE NONE
UNSATURATED MONOMER/METHYL ACRYLATE NONE NONE NONE MtYEL

NUMBER WHICH BECAME COLORED 1/26 2/26 8/26 19/26

CODE: W-WEAK; M-MODERATE; S-STRONG; YEL-YELLOW
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Table 2. Candidate Catalysts

aluminum chloride chromium chioride
strontium chloride ferric cnlorid,
potassium ferrocyanide cupric chloride
zirconyl chloride chromic acid Table 3. Organic Vapors
nickelous chloride palladium acetate
mercuric chloride potassium chloride benzyoyl chloride benzyl acetate
cadmium acetate sodium molybdate benzaldehyde butyl ether
silicotungstic acid silver acetate anisaldehyde propylene oxide
titanium sulfate lead acetate niaehyde propylene oxid
hafnium tetrachloride ceric hydroxide piperidine benzyl chloride
calcium iodide magnesium acetate pieridine bezlchlide[.-, diethylamine 4-picoline
cobalt chloride cuprous chloride ethanolamine hexene-1
calcium hydroxide zirconium nitrate diethylenetriamine aniline
phosphomolybdic acid lead oxide methylethylketone acetylacetone
cerric ammoniun nitrate calcium acetate dethyletyreone acetylactone
manganese (11) chloride platinum chloride ethyl cabate a-buyrolctonmagnse(I furde zronu"ceaeethyl acetate acetonitrile
manganese (11) fluoride zirconium acetate insect repellant (U.S. Army) diesel fuel"' ~manganese (111) chloride

manganese pentacarbonyl bromide
manganese (111) meso-tetraphenylporhine acetate
dichlorotris(triphenylphosphine)ruthenium (11)

Table 4. Effect of Candidate Catalysts on Discoloration Reactions of Adsorbed Organic Vapors on
Vycor Porous Glass

CANDIDATE CATALYST ORGANIC VAPOR STRENGTH OF
CATALYTIC EFFECT

Manganese (11) Chloride Piperidine Strong
Diethylamine Strong
Ethanolamine Strong

Manganese (11) Fluoride Piperidine Moderate

Cupric Chloride Aniline Weak

Ferric Chloride Methyl Ethyl Ketone Weak

Silver Acetate Piperidine Weak
Diesel Fuel Weak

Cerric Ar•monium Nitrate Aniline Weak

Chromic Acid Aniline Weak
Propylene Oxide Weak
Acetylacetone Weak
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Table 5. Strength of Discoloration of Various Amine Vapors Adsorbed on Vycor Porous

Glass/Mantanese Chloride Detector

STRONG MODERATE WEAK

Piperidine n-Butylamine Phenethylamine
Diethylamine tert-Butylamine Cyclohexylamine
Isobutylamine 2-Mathylpiperidine Diallylamine
seo-Butylamine Allylamine Dibutylamine

Triethylamine

Table 6. Comparison of Vycor Porous Glass Detector with Liquid Crystal Detector in Carbon Bed
Penetration Studies

HEIGHT OF TEST a TIME To POSITIVE
DETECTOR TYPE CARBON BED VAPOR SIGNAL

Sc. n(seconds)

_Frejlbjd.L Loaded RM

VYCOR POROUS d
GLASS WITH 3.5 diethylamine 117 55
Mn CATALYST

e
LIQUID CRYSTAL 3.5 acetone 214 54

3.5 diethylamlne 120 80

3.5 dichloromethane 140 32

a Air drawn through organic liquid at 1 lite(/min.

b ASO Whetlerite Carbon Bed.

c ASC Whetierite Carbon Bed loaded to 80% of capacity with DMMP

d
Catalyst Is manganese (11) chloride.

Liquid Crystal K-15 on glass slide.

Average of two determinations.

Table 7. Attractive Characteristics of Liquid DESCRIPTION OF THE REVISED
Crystal Detector or use in Filter-Life CONCEPT
Indicator

Figure 6 is a sketch of the C-2 canister for the
* Non-specific detector for organic vapors M-40 type protective masks modified with the
* Not affected by water or water vapor proposed liquid crystal filter life Indicator. Light
* Simple to use from a light emitting diode (LED) Is directed
* Good long-term stability through a polarizer and then conveyed to a liquid
* Automatically and rapidly reversible crystal detector by a fiber-optic fiber. Using
* Rapid response time another optical fiber, the light emitted would be
* Striking color change as the detection signal directed through another polarizer (crossed with
* Detects high levels of oiganic vapors respect to the first polarizer) and then to the
* Does not respond to low levels of vapors eyepiece of the mask where the detection signal Is

seen as a color change in a small screen at the end
0o the fiber.
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Here a single pressure-activated cartridge
containing a mixture of polar and non-polar

W ..---- 110 organic vapors is used. The desirability of using aTO. EJYEMo E OTHER POILARUR)

OF MASK single cartridge with a mixture of vapors instead of
separate cartridges for non-polar and polar vapors

uIBERDEM,.U would depend on the outcome of future studies.
FIB""=" JJER When applied in the field, a "go/no-go" decision to

keep or discard a filter canister would depend on
whether or not a color change occurred within a

FIE FIBER /preset time after the filter had been exposed to the
OA ... 5,ENED BED mixture of test vapors. A timer activated at the start

-• • . • WiTH Ltl~I• CRYBT,•.

---- AR. ENDOFIEDof the vapor challenge would signal when the
~ required exposure time had been reached. In the(Fiur ~, te go/no-goV

SOURCE artist's illustration (Figure 8), the .. ....
decision would be based (as shown on the

u instruction card) on a 1 -min exposure. This
Figure 6. Liquid Crystal Filter-Life exposure period was arbitrarily selected for the

tIndicator Modified a 2 Canisterfor M40 illustration and is not based on experimental data.SProtective MaskCOCUON

CONCLUSIONS

The filter life indicator using a liquid crystal The best VPG detector developed detects
detector in the M-40 protective mask is shown in only high levels of amines and hence is not
Figure 7. promising. Based on preliminary data, the revised

concept shows promise.The individual wearing the mask sniffs vapors
of the nonpolar organic vapor and observes the ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
time required to trigger a detection signal (a color
change in the liquid crystal detector); the Appreciation is expressed to Mr. Joseph
procedure is then repeated with the polar vapor. Pistritto, Robert Morrison, John Conlisk, Dr. David
The times required for penetration of the polar and Fdi.iay, Dr. Chen Hsu, and richafd Nowton for
nonpolar organic v.,i~:s are then used to access helpfui discussions, and to D)r Russell Drago (U. of
the remaining filter life for strongly and weakly held FL) for suggesting some candidate catalyst, for
CW agents respectively. Penetration times should the study. The author also w*shes to thank Vikki
be faster as the adsorptive capacity of the filter Henderson and Girish Munavalli for performing
becomes depleted. Furthermore, the penetration most of the experiments, Terry Callahan for
rate of the nonpolar organic vapor probably could preparing the loaded Whetledte sample, John
also be correlated with the amount of adsorbed Parsons for constructing a cot, holoer, and Larry
water vapor contained in the carbon bed and. Rouiler for drawing artist's ,llustrations of the
hence, might also Indicate vulnerability to an revised concept (Figures 7 and 8).
unknown chemical ageni whose rate of
penetration of carbon beds Is directly related to the
quantity of adsorbed water in the bed.

An alternate and even simpler approach is
shown in the artist's Illustration (Figure 8).
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H. D. Durst, CRDEC, and F. R. Longo, Drexel University

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON THE
LUMINESCENCE OF IODOSOBENZOIC ACID

DERIVATIVES IN ORGANIZED MEDIA

* Luminescence studies on ortho-iodosobenzoic acid using monochromatic excitation
(310 nm) resulted in a broad, featureless luminescence band centered at 410 nm with a
half-width of - 70 nm. This band significantly increases in intensity as excitation is
repeated, both in aqueous and in microemulsion media. Concurrently a considerable
amount of acid is generated. The catalytic power of the ortho-iodosobenzoic acid is
appreciably reduced and, upon prolonged irradiation, is completely eliminated During
photolysis ortho-iodosobenzoic acid is transformed, resulting in a product that has an
absorption maximum near that of IBA. Aqueous solutions of of IBA stored out-of-doors
in sealed quartz vessels showed a 95% decease in catalytic power in 10 days. Product
analysis of the photolyzed solution by means of GC/MS and FT/NMR indicate that the
primary product of the photolysis is 2-iodobenzoic acid. Authentic samples of 2-
iodobenzoic acid give absorption and luminescence spectra identical with the photoly-
sis product.

Our studies of phosphate esters have In spite of the advantages of microemulsions,
demonstrated that their hydrolysis is accelerated in relatively few studies of chemiqal reactions in these

* cationic micellar and microemusion media. In media have been reported. Microemulsions are
addition, hydrolysis is significantly catalyzed by the capable of dissolving large amounts of a great
sodium salts of iodosobenzolc acid ( IBA), variety of solutes due to the presence of different
lodoxybenzoic acid ( IBX ), and their derivatives, phases, including the oil, aqueous, and unique
We had proposed empirical studies that would interphase, over which there is a g'adlent in the
determine the environment of these catalysts in dielectric constant ranging from -2 to -78. (Figure

• micellar and microernulsion organizates. 1). Very nonpolar solutes will be located in the oily
core of the microemuision droplet; whereas, more

Introduction polar substances will be distributed throughout the
Interphase and aqueous regions. Thus, the

During the last quarter century there have been microemulsion medium makes it possible to bring
an increasing number ol investigations of the nonpolar oil-soluble (lipids) and polar water-soluble

*effects of suriactants on the rates and mechanisms reagents into conitact.

of chemical reactions .1,2 Surfactant systems
have also been employed as media for organic The Nature of MI-croemulslons.

synthesis and as models for enzymatic action. 3 8T
These studies have been primarily concerned with There is no universal agreement concerning
the influenc, of nornmal micelies In aqueous the na9ur1 o2 the fluids tha, Iove variously been
sotticri, atihough processes in reversed micelles, referred to as mlcroemulsions, 9,. 2 solubilized
lyotropic liquid ctrystaliine phases, vesicles, and mcellar solutions, 13 and micellar emulsions. 14
monol3yers have also been examined. Common These systems are translucent or transparent
to all these systems is the preserne of the dispersions of oil-in-water (o/w) or water-in-oil (w/o)
microscopic oil/water Interface. that contain one or more amphiphllic compounds
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and are mechanically stable. There are some (soaps, alkylarylpolyethylene oxides, alkylated
systems that are demonstrably only kinetically pyridine N-oxides, alkyl benzene sulfonates,

stable, 15 "18 while many others 19 -25 appear to be tetraalkyl ammoniums, etc. ) and frequently include

thermodynamically stable. It is often difficult to cosurfactants such as C4 to C10 alcohols (which

prove thermodynamic stability in these systems of are are not very water soluble), hydrotropes, and
complex composition; the important criteria for this other polar compounds. Co-surfactants were
determination Include spontaneous formation and originally employed to produce optical
physical properties independent of order of transparency or clarification.
addition of components. Furthermore, after being
subjected to a "pulse" perturbation (AT, ApH, Microemulsions are believed to consist of a
etc.), which causes phase separation, a dispersion of oil microdroplets in a water
microemulsion identical with the original must continuum or, vice versa, water microdroplets in an
reform. Accounts of earlier work on oil continuum. The volume occupied by the
thermodynamic stability and microstructure are dispersed phase (phase volume) ',an be high (20

presented in reviews by Shinoda and Friberg 26 to 80%). The droplet diameter is on the order of
2 100 to 600 A. In this size range, the droplets

• and Prince.27 appear to be monodisperse,1 0 '12'29' 30

although more recent work has provided evidence
for a more complex structure in some

.1 " ... x -- ,.systems.313 Conceptual~y, the droplet may be

x ydivided into two major regions: the oil or water core
X.Lar ,and the surface or interphase region. The

x X- , interphase region may be further subdivided into

/ xx ' the Stern layer and the Guoy-Chapman layer. The
x X .. %% Stern layer is the spherical volume element

X :X., Xsurrounding the oil core. It contains the surfactant
x I PHASE I x head groups, the co-surfactant; and someX PHASE *4 ' ar ,A counterions. Beyond this is the Guoy-Chapman
, X x layer, which contains the remaining counterions.

xxEssentially all of the sutfactant and part of the
S x x • co-surfactant are located In the interphase region.

X A model of an o/w mlcroemulsion is shown in
•x WATER X Figure 1. Under appropriate conditions, a third
%-,- PHASE phase that appears to be oil and water continuous

"may be detected. This phase has been called the

middle or surfactant phase. 25'2 6 It has been

Figure 1. A Model of the Oil in Water variously suggested that this surfactant phase

Microemulsion Droplet consists of bicontinuous structures, 33 tamellae of
oil and water,3 1 or molecularly dispersed

.• solutions.35

To obviate the problem of thermodynamic
stability, Reed and Healy 25 suggested an A thorough survey of the literature from
operational definition: a microemulsion is a 1975-79, containing supplemental references,
persistent, translucent combination of oil and water has been published by Holt.3 6 All aspects of
that may contain electrolytes and one or more surlactant systems are more recently reviewed ii
amphiphiles. In this definition, the term 'persistent' the six volumes representing the proceedings
is reiative and is dependent upon the specific from the 4th and 5th Symposia on Surlactanits in
application. Amphiphiles are normally surfactants Solution; 37 in particular, Volume 6, Part VII, is
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entirely devoted to microemulsions (structure,
stability, and composition) and chemical reactions 6.1,-4

in microemulsions. 5.*,4.

- Experimental Approach . 4.1e4
"0 3.10-4

The luminescence intensity and the
wavelength maxima for excitation and emission are 21,-4

environment sensitive. Hence, by studying the
ultraviolet (UV)-excited luminescence of IBA, IBX,
and their derivatives over a wide range of solvent 1. OR
polarities, we had hoped to calibrate their emission 0 20 40 60 8,3 100 120 140

in micellar and microemulsion systems. In such Time of Phot;,,yais (min)
media, because of microscopic heterogeneity, the
dielectric constant ( D ) ranges from - 2 in the oily Figure 2. Low Intensity UV Irridiation
core of the microaggregate to - 78 in the aqueous Graph of the first order rate constant, kobsd, for

* continuous phase (Figure 1). the hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl diphenyl phos-
phate (PNDP) in c.talyzed microemulsion at pH
9.3 as a function of photolysis time of the catalyst,

Experimental Methods o-iodosobenzoate (IBA). The catalyst has been
exposed to low intensity ultraviolet radiation for

Ultraviolet Exposure of IBA. periods of time ranging from 0 to 130 minutes.

A 1 x 10-3 M solution of IBA(20 mL) in 0.03 M of This experment was repeated using a high
borate buffer, pH 9.3, were placed in a shallow intensity UV lamp. In this case, irradiation time per
glass beaker and Irradiated with UV light with a low sample ranged from 30 sec to 25 min. Samples of
intensity, hand-held, UIV lamp. The UV light was 1 mL were diluted in a similar manner, and the rateintnsiy, an-hed, V amp Th U liht as of hydrolysis of PNDP wsagain esred

* incident to the sur'iace of the solution. The of hdosas a fnci was of im mofasured. A

solutions turned t.rown during the photolysis. graph of kobsd as a function of time. of radiation is

presented in Figure 3.
Kinetics.

Samples of I mL were removed trom the 610-4
*O irradiated solutions (described above) at t=0 and at

intervals of time ranging from 4 to 130 min. These 4,4
samples were diluted 1:2 with a concentrated

0 3.l,4
microemulsion solution consisting of 36% CTAB,
36% 1 -butanol, 8% hexadecane, and 20% borate 2.1*-A

buffer to give a microemulsion solution containing t1.4

* 18% CTAB, 18% 1-butanol, 4% hexadecane, and

60% borate buffer and 5 x 10"4 M irradiated IBA. o Soo 000 15•o 20ooo
The rate of hydrolysis of PNDP was then measured Time of Photolysis (soc)
in each diluted sample. Values of kobsd were

corrected to account for the volume of water that Figure 3. High Intensity UV Irridiation
had evaporated during the experiment. A graph of Graph of the first order rate constant, kobsd, for
the first order rate constant, kobsd, as a function of the hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl diphenyl phos-
photolysis time is presented In Figure 2. phate (PNDP) in catalyzed microemulsion at pH

9.3 as a function of photolysis time of the cata-
lysi, o-iodosobenzoate (IBA). The catalyst has
been exposed to high intensity ultraviolet radia-
tion for periods of time ranging from 0 to 1500
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buffer was not photolyzed completely by the
Due to the low concentration of IBA in the low-intensity lamp. Also, when the photolyzate

irradiated solutions, the pH of the solutions did not contained borate buffer, the concentration of saft
change during the experiments, was too high to dissolve the sample sufficiently for

an NMR analysis.
The rate of hydrolysis of PNDP in uncatalyzed

microemulsion containing 18% CTAB, 18% 13 C spectra in dimethyl suffoxide-d 6 indicated
I -butanol, 4% hexadecane, and 60% borate
buffer was determined as a control baseline value, that the irradiated sample contained 27 separate
This value of kobsd, based on an average of four peaks. Tentatively, the sample is a mixture of four

n compounds: 45% o-hydroxybenzoic acid, 27%
-determinations, was 2.63 x 0-5 sec"1. o-iodobenzoic acid, 9% 2-iodo-4-hydroxybenzoic

acid, and 19% of an unknown compound.
Natural Irradiation of IBA Solutions.

Direct probe mass spectroscopy confirmed the

"A 1 x 10-3 M solution of IBA (12 mL) in 0.03 M existence of o-hydroxybenzoic acid and

of borate buffer was placed in a sealed quartz tube o-iodobenzoic acid in the mixture. The typical

and positioned in the sun for a total time of 8.5 patterns for the breakdown o-hydroxybenzoic acid
days. The solution turned brown within 24 hr. and of o-iodobenzoic acid were indicated on the
Aliquots (1 mL) of the irradiated sample were spectrum.
diluted 1:2 with the microemulsion concentrate,
and the rate of hydrolysis of PNDP was measured. Results and Conclusions
Less than 4% of the catalytic activity of the IBA Luminescence studies on the parentremained after 8.5 days. Lmnsec tde nteprnrecompound, IBA, led to very peculiar results. Using

Conformation Test for Presence of monochromatic excitation ( 310 nm ), we observed
Iodine, a broad, featureless luminescence band centered

at 410 nm with a half-width of - 70 nm.

Since the solutions became brown during Surprisingly, this band significantly increased in
radiation, a starch test was performed to determine intensity as excitation was repeated, both in
if 12 was present. Starch (0.5 g) was added to 20 aqueous and in microemulsion media. At the same

time, a considerable amount of acid was
mL of formamlde and heated. A solution of I21I- generated. More significantly, the catalytic power
was prepared as a control, and two drops of the of IBA was appreciably reduced and, upon
cooled starch solution were added. The solution prolonged irradiation, was completely eliminated.
Sturned blue. One drop of the unknown mixture Consideration of these observations led to thetoconclusion that IBA undergoes photolysis,

was added to a solution of I' in water. Upon resulting in a product that has an absorption
dissolution, two drops of the starch solution were maximum near that of IBA. Aqueous solutions of
added. The solution did not turn blue. of IBA stored out-of-doors in sealed quartz vessels

showed a 95% decrease in catalytic power in 10
NMR and Mass Spectroscopy Studios. days.

Aliquots (20 mL) of a solution containing I x Studies of the photolyzed solution by means
10-3 M of IBA in water were irradiated for 150 rnin of GC/MS and FT/NMR indicated that the primary
with the low Intensity, UV lamp. The value obtained product of the photolysis is 2-iodobenzoic acid:
for kobsd in the irradiated sample/ microemulsion

concentrate mixture was 2.12 x 10-5 sec"1 . This o
process was repeated six times. The irradiated OH

samples were combined, evaporated to dryness, 0
and submitted for NMR analysis. A more I/ 310 nm

concentrated solution of IBA in water or in borate
5 IA 2-1odobonzoic acid



6. S. I. Ahmad and S. Friberg, "Catalysis in

In addition, authentic samples of 2-iodobenzoic Micellar and Liquid Crystalline Phases. I. The
acid gave absorption and luminescence spectra System Water-Hexadecyltrimethyl Ammonium
identical with the photolysis product. Bromide-Hexanol," J. Am. Chem. Soc. Vol. 94,

S~ p 5196 (1972).

* The initial goals of the project will not be easily

achieved because of facile photolysis of IBA in 7. J. H. Fendler, "Surfactant Vesicles as
aqueous and microemulsion media. From a Membrane Mimetic Agents: Characterization and
practical point of view, it appears that photolysis of Utilization," Acct. Chem. Res. Vol. 13, p 7
IBA is not significant in terms of its incorporation (1 980).
into DECON formulations since solar radiation at
310 nm is of low intensity; more importantly, IBA 8. J. T. Davis, "Structure of Organized Media,"
and systems formulated with IBA will be stored in Adv Catalysis, Vol. 6, p 1 (1954).
UV-opaque containers.
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Maryalice Miller, CRDEC

* MONOCLONAL ANTI-IDIOTYPIC ANTIBODIES AS
TOXIN RECEPTORS

The goals of this research were to upgrade the present biotechnology capabilities of the
*0 Research Biotechnology Division through the establishment of a functional hybridoma

production laboratory, and then to develop and produce monoclonal anti-idiotypic
antibodies that, because of their unique structure and properties, could mimic the bind-
ing and function of actual toxin receptors. This project directly supports the U.S. Army
Chemical Research, Development and Engineering Center (CRDEC) effort to develop
receptor-based capacitance biosensors that possess specific pharmacologic profiles,

- thus enabling the development of a rapid mechanistic in vitro assay of cholinergic
antagonists based upon receptor protein technology.

INTRODUCTION The presence of the desired antibody in the sera
of immunized mice can be determined by

The technique of cell hybridization or fusion enzyme-linked immunoassay (ELISA). The
can be applied to many problems in the biological immunization period may vary from 3 to 12 weeks;
and biomedical sciences. The theory of this is dependent upon the immunogenicity of the
monoclonal antibody production is based on the receptor proteins used. Hybridization of the
hypothesis that each B lymphocyte within the spleen cells from the immunized mice are made

* mammalian spleen is capable of producing with one of three murine Immortal partner cell lines
monospecific antibodies. Antibody-producing (P3X-63Ag8.653, Sp2J0 Ag14, and NS-1). The
spleen cells have a finite life span and cannot be cell lines were kindly donated by Dr. Matthew
grown normally in culture. Tumors of these cells Pollack, of the Department of Medicine, Infectious
can be cultured easily and indefinitely. The Diseases Division, Uniformed Services University
hybridization of these two cells will produce a of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, MD. These cell

* single cell with the antibody-producing capabilities lines are in cryogenic storage in Research
of one parent and the eternal growth capacity of Biotechnology Division's Hybridoma Repository.
the other.

Newly fused cells are grown in defined culture
MATERIALS AND METHODS medium until the colonies are macroscopic in size,

Culture fluid is sampled and tested in ELISA for the
* Monoclonal antibodies that are specific for presence of the desired antibodies. Cells from the

many areas on the surfaces of receptors and ion cultures that produce positive ELISA tests are
channel proteins are prepared by immunizing cloned by limiting dilution technique to produce
inbred mice with purified acetylcholine receptor, cultures that are derived from a single cell. Cloned
calcium and sodium channel proteins, or cell lines that produce the desired antibodies can
gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptors, be held in cryogenic storage until needed.

* These protehs were made available by
Dr. Mohyee Eldefrawi of the University of Maryland Receptor-site specific monoclonal antibodies
Medical School, Baltimore, MD. Alter the initial (idiotypic antibodies) produced by the first fusion
immunizations, the mice are rested for 2 weeks, can be purified and used as immunogens to
then given a booster dose of the receptor antigen. induce the production of anti-idiotypic antibodies.
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The functional sites of the antibodies produced in
the second fusion can mirror the active sites found
on the receptor proteins. Cell lines producing the
anti-idiotype antibodies could be exploited as an
inexhaustible supply of "receptor mimics" foe use
in biosensor development.

RESULTS

Progress continues to be made. The work
completed to date has resulted in the
establishment of a functional hybridoma
production facility that can be used to the
advantage and support of several current and
future antibody and receptor-based detection
programs in both the Research and Detection
Directorates of CRDEC.

I,-. I. -

Ms. Miller received a B.S. degree in 1975 and an
M.S. degree in 1979 in animal sciences at the
University of Maryland, College Park, MD. She has
eight years of experience In the field of human
infectious and parasitic diseases and in hybridoma
technology. She has been employed as a
research biologist In the Biotechnology Division,
Research Directorate, since July 1987.
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A. Peter Snyder, CRDEC

Rapid Detection and Identification of Agents of
Biological Origin by Mass Spectrometry

Pyrolysis-short column, gas chromatography-ion trap mass spectrometry (Py-GC/
ITMS) was used as a tool to investigate the potential for the generation of trichothecene
"toxin and the generic and specific key microorganism components. In particular, short
analysis times (under 6 min) and convenient, potentially portable instrumentation
concepts were used. The results show that, for the first time, the major microorganism
components, including the lipids and DNA/RNA nitrogen bases, could be produced and
unambiguously identified, visually and analytically, during one Py-GC/MS experiment
in under 6 min. This has important, transferable ramifications for portable Py-GC/
ITMS instrumentation in terms of an information data base for an alarm algorithm
and decision-making steps for the detection of agents of biological origin on the battle-
field.

INTRODUCTION groups, namely, pyrolysis systems used in a
vacuum and pyrolysis systems'used at above

Pyrolysis mass spectrometry (Py-MS) is ambient pressure. A major advantage of vacuum
currently being Investigated as a candidate pyrolysis is the relative ease with which large polar
method for the developm'3nt of a small, fieldable or lWbile pyrolysis products can be detected.
point detector for blological-warfare threat Unfortunately, the necessity for repetitive sample

agents. 1  introduction through a mechanical vacuum lock is a
designers nightmare, since this greatly Increases

The rnicrobiologIcal, medical, and the potential for catastrophic equipment failure.
blotechnological communities have taken highly An alternative approach is to introduce Individual
complex living systems and tailored the in vivolin aeroao' particles into the vacuum through a nozzle
situ experimental conditions to yield precise, yet and skimmer aT'angement. However, this Imposes
trivial, response characterstlcs, o..., a go/no-go, high pumpimg speed requirements, leading to

present/absent, or positive/negalive analysis, greatly increased overall system weight and power
expressed as a color or fluorescent change as consumption. Pyrolysis at arbient and

Sindicators of viability and identification. Mass superanblent pressures requires subsequent
spectrometry, on the other hand, essentially uses transfer of pyrolysis products .into the vacuum
a biological technique in sample interrogation and system by any of three possible roues: a
must necessarily contend with analyzing parts and semipermeable membrane, a mnolecular leak, or a
pieces of these large molecular weight entities. capd1lary transfer line. Compared to the vacuum

pyrolysis methods, all (super) amblent-ptessure
From an Instrumental dusign perspective, pyroilysis MS techniques suffer from an Increased

Py-MS systems can be divided Into two broad risk of losing large characteristic pyrolysis products
during transfer from the pyrolysis zone to the
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ionization region. This problem can be partly relative differentiation of a particular microbe from
overcome by using atmospheric pressure that of other types of microorganisms (i.e., on the
ionization. However, this also tends to increase genus, species, or strain level) is a knowledge of
pumping requirements and further introduces organism-characteristic biomarkers and/or patterns
widely different response factors for different of organism-inherent components that are
classes of compounds. reproducibly accessible with a given

instrumentation concept and not necessarily by a
The semipermeable membrane approach has particular or individual piece of apparatus.

been successfully used for chemical warfare agent
detection, e.g., in the torm of the German Mass Pyrolysis-short column GC-Ion Trap Mass
Spectrometer (GEMS) or Mobile Mass Spectrometry (ITMS) is explored as a rapid (<6 min)
Spectrometer (MM1) system. This method has the and convenient means of producing
undisputed advantage of greatly reduced gas microorganism information for generic and specific
loads (and thus pumping requirements) while discrimination. GC chromatograms of microgram
increasing operational reliability. However, the amourts of different organisms provided highly
markedly high polarity and lability of many biothreat similar responses for different strains with excellent
agents and/or their most characteristic pyrolysis reprouucibility. These concepts are important for
products would seen to make it less attractive to portable Py-GC/MS systems in terms of an alarm
use membranes in biodetection Py-MS systems. algorithm data base for the detection of agents of
Finally, molecular leaks (pinholes) are easily biological origin on the battlefield.
clogged, especially under conditions where high
concentrations of particulates are to be expected. MATERIAL AND METHODS

This leaves heated capillary transfer lines [,as Experiments were performed with the Finnigan
chromatography (GC)] as an attractive way of MAT ion trap mass spectrometer (ITMS) system
introducing pyrolysis products into the vacuum of a using a Hewlett-Packard model 5890 GC equipped
mass spectrometer. Especially when using with a silica capillary column ooated (5-m long,
modern, fused silica capillary tubing coated with a 320-1.m id.) fused with SE 30 (0'25 prm) and
chemically bonded, high-temperature stationary coupled directly to the ion trap. Pyrolysis was
phase, high transfer efficiencies can be achieved carded out with our spht/sphtless Curie-point
for a wide range of chemical components while pyrolysis reactor 2 and a Fisher Labortechnik,
keeping pumping requirements in the low mL/min 1.1-MHz, 1.5.kW hl power supply. Experirictntal
range. Furthermore, coated, capillary transfer lines conditions were as follows: Curie-point
offer the advantage of alfording a definite degree temperature 610 °G, temperature rise time
of chromatographic separation, thereby adding a approximately 150 msec, total heating time 1 sec,
whole nw dimension of chemical identification at split ratio 1:1, column flow 8 nmJmin (He), reactor
minimal increase In cost. weight, power temp 300 '(C, typical GC column temp program 100
requirements, or overall comprexity of the system. to 320 OC at 40 OC/rain and held isothermal for 5

mmn, MS interface tomp 280 "C, ITMS temp 180 'C,
The two mriain concerns in using a typical MS scaratng te I specnrunvsec from m/z

chromatographic separation step are: can 100-620.
sufficiently large and/or polar molecules be
detected (the 'specificity" issue), and how much Fourteen, 3-day old bacterh wore investigated,
time will this 3osf (the 'response time' issue). including the following baciiS: t.w virulent (LV) and

virulent (V) anthracis (BA). one strain of cereus
In addition to an instrumental method for rapid (BC), and two s!rains of ,ubliis (BS), thuringiensis

and relable analysis of chemical agents, the (BT and licheniformis (BL). One strain of F. Coih
Reconnaissance, Detection and Identification (EC), S. aureus (SA). Legionetla pneunophila
Master Plan mandates a similar capability for (LP), and Iwo strains of Francideta tutarensis (FP,
biological and toxin compounds. The key to a were also studied. All but one of the organisms
successful determination of presence as well as
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(Leg.)onella pneumophila) were kindly supplied by fieldable instrument to possess different stages of
Drs. Tony P. Phillips, (CDE, Porton Down, UK) and decision points with relative degrees of
Leslie A. Shute (University of Bristol, Bristol, UK). confidence at each stage.
These organisav , were grown in Lab M nutrient
broth for 3 days at 37 °C. The cells were harvested itB/,
by centrifugation, wash.d with sterile, deionized, s
distilled H20, and resuspended in 10 mL of similar N tt t

grade H2 0. The cells were kied by adding 10 mL ,,466

of 6% H2 02 and letting the suspension sit tot C, xsc n "
overnight. The cells were then centrifuged, Mt t-z toxin
washed, and freeze-dried. A --mg/mL suspension AV ,,6of Legionella Ipneurnophila group I bacteria by Luc exit+1t /

Berwalcl, FOM Institute, Netherlands, was AV 21 .
heated-killed at 1200C and then lyophilized. The - ,.,'

1.7-mg/rnL suspensions of the organisms were . 2 0 75 12a 5 s
prepared by adding 0.15 mL of methanol to 0.5 mg 1,TIMI W

of the lyophilized bacteria, sonicating to effect a17t
uniform dispersion and then adding 0.15 mL of
deionized, distilled water. Three microliters, or".
approximately 5 j.g of bacteria, were applied to the "
tip of a Curie-point wire, and the suspension dried L.
in a stream of warm (40 0C) air.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
*1

The toxin analyses consisted of a mixture ol -

100 ng each of five trichothecene toxins, .

(deoxynivalenol, diacetoxyscirpenol, Figure 1. Toxin Elution from GC with
3-acetyldiacetoxyscirpenol, T-2 tetraoltetraacetate, corresponding RIC
and T-2) and was pyrolyzed on a Py-GC-ITMS
system with a temperature-programmed GC Two to five microgram amounts of 14 different
column and full mass scan information from m/z bacteria were investigated, including the following
100- 500. Figure 1 shows that all five toxins were bacilli: low virulent (LV) and virulent (V) anthracis
separated, with T-2 eluting last in 2 min. Their (BA), 1 strain of cereus (BC), and 2 strains of
characteristic high molecular weight and fragment subtills (BS), thuringiensis (BT) and licheniformis
reconstructed ion chromatograms (RICs), Figure 1, (BL). One strain of E. coli (EC), S. aureus (SA),
allow for a better degree of identification. Under Legionella pneumoph"la (LP) and two strains of
similar instrumental conditions, except ior a ballistic Francisella tularensi., (F F) were also investigated.
heating of the GC column, the same relative Figure 2 presents the Py-GC-ITMS chromatograms
information is obtained with T-2 as the final eluting 3f a virulent and a nonvirulent strain of B. anthracis
component at only 1 min. as well as replicates. Two main regions can be

discerned and lit within the 0-4.0-rain and
The analysis of microorgamisms with the 4.5-6.0-min time domains. The last broad eluting

r'y-GC-ITMS system produced a wealth of feature is very reproducible. This is in part due to
information that was found to provide )rthogonal the fact that better signal sampling occurs in
degrees/levels of microbe differentiation in terms broader than in narrower, short-lived zones of
of the complexity (i.e., organism characteristic) elution T his feature is attributable to lipd/fatty acid
information and time (i.e., specific compound or components of high molecular weight (see below)
group of compounds). This is a highly desirable of the microorganisms and is labeled as the lipid
concept, because different levels of information iotal ion chromatogram (TIC) region of the
allow an identification/alarm software algorithm for a complete chromatograms in Figure 2.
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S~Strains

- Figure 3 displays the lipid TIC region from a Two separate analyses were performed on the
Sstrain or each different bacterial species and a dt nFgr o ahogns tan h

satisfactory degree of differentiation can be dt nFgr o ahogns tan h
Sachihved with just a visual analysis. The lipid TICs mxm' nesyo ahRO eadeso

in Figure 3 were highly reproducible, and RIO plots retention time, was plotted (Figures 5 and 6), and
of selected lipid components of high molecular the extracted ion mass spectra from the selected

Sweight were used to display their behavior over RtCs were obtained (Figure 7). A satisfactory
Stime (HgJrc3 4). The n/z 494 and 508 ions varied dogree of organism differentiation can be
Sin number of features, retention time, and relative achieved tram a visual analysis of Figure 5. An
Sinfensfty, wh~le the ni.Iz 522, 536, and 550 features excellent degree of reproducibility is shlown in
Svaried only relative internsit y for tiue 14 differeni Figure 6 in that the (0) labeled data were taken in

Sorganisms. Clusters of masses occurred from mlz October 1987 with a Py-GC-tTMS system (40
*•299 to greater than nWz 592 at regular 14 amu 0C/rain ramp and DB-5 GC column) and the
S(methylene group) intervals and were only present (triangle) labeled data were determined in March
Sin the lipid TIC envelope. This observation, along 1988 with an identical GO unit along with a 30
Swith their high boiling nature and mass sipectra •'C/mini teriperature ram~p, an SE-30 GO column,

- similar to that of lipid standards, provided good and an ion trap detector (single MS) unit instead of
Sevidence that these compounds were indeedthIMS(/Sdei).Tenfrrti n

lipid. Figure 7 is ever, more revealing in that, for each
I RIO series, a degree ef differentiation is ach~eved
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with groups of bacteria, and direct, unambiguous
and reproducible evidence is shown for the
delineation of low virulent and virulent BA in the
rrVz 508, 522, and 536 RIC mass spectra with an

*0 under 6-min analysis per organism by Py-GC-ITMS. ----- -
Bacilli can be grouped separately, depending on

the RIC series, and the LP and FT organisms
display quite different mass spectra in comparison
to the bacilli. Figure 9. Indirect Evidence of Thymine DNA

Base
_ -Figure 8 shows an unambiguous detection of

the adenine DNA/RNA base, which was identical in
retention time and mass spectral content for all CONCLUSIONS
organisms studied. The data in Figure 9 was also
obtained for every organism and provides indirect The generation of information, such as the
evidence of the thymine DNA base. Since all mass generic nucleic acid bases in under 2 min and the

* spectra were obtained in the mVz 100-650 range, relatively more specific lipid material in 4.5-6 min,
the key m/z 59 thymine fragment was not part of introduces attractive possibilities for computer
the mass interrogation range. However, the m/z software for decision algorithms for devices such
126 and 135 RICs from the bacteria have the same as ion trap mass spectrometer systems.
retention times as that of the pure bases. Time-dependent determination of suspect aerosol

sample can occur. For example, if nucleic acid
-* bases are not observed within minutes of a sample

introduction, then another sample collection and
interrogation would be in order, rather than
"continuing the analysis, because the decision
algorithm should predict that no informative
bacterial data would be obtained.* With a positive

3* Dt-NA/RNA nucleic acid base response, the
rn/a• W I algorithm can continue interrogation on the same

....- -. - sample for possible high-molecular weight features
in a subsequent time frame (i.e., for additional,

, •"-rism -- " :" more specific proof for the presence of bacteria).
Fuithermore, the MS/MS dimension could provide

*~1VC .A .. grwrmm In W" additional discriminative insight, especially for the
!1U, [,.,.r,-,-40A,-,--. .j_ species of high-molecular weight.
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Lynn Hoffland, Ronald Piffath, CRDEC, and Sterling Tomellini, University )f
New Hampshire

DEVELOPMENT OF ANALYTICAL PROTOCOLS
AND AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR EVALUATING

AGENT DECONTAMINATION IN COMPLEX
* MATRICES

By combining infrared spectroscopy with an expert system, screening of unknown
materials for the existence of specific chemicals will be facilitated. The expert system
will identify trace levels of these specific chemicals in complex matrices (i.e., soils,

*0 leaves, sludge, etc.).

INTRODUCTION interface for the microcomputer (PC) version of
PAIRS to allow the chemist to use the results of a

The purpose of this project was to produce a spectral interpretation more efficiently. This
* working expert algorithm for screening unknowns advanced version was supplied to ORDEC in

in the infrared spectral region for trace amounts of March, 1988 for testing,
chemicals of Army interest.

The advanced microcomputer version of PAIRS
This work has been a joint project with was ported to the Nicolet 620 via a VAX 8600 at

Dr. Stirling Tomellini o" the University of New the University of New Hampshire (UNH).
* Hampshire, (UNH). The algorithm was developed Appropriate modifications were made to PAIRS to

by Dr. Tomellini and tUsted at U. S. Army Chemical allow it to run on the Nicolet 620. This system runs
Research, Development and Engineering Center the Fourier Transform infrared spectrometer "FTIR"
(CRDEC) on several different matrices, at CRDEC and UNH,

METHODS Programs have been developed to allow
* spectral data to be transferred directly from Nicolel

The algorithm developed would be an DX and Nicolet SX FTIR software, (different
extension of a Program for Analysis of Infra Red instruments at CRDEC) to PAIRS compatible data
Spectroscopy (PAIRS) that is used for identifying files. This will significantly affect the generation of
chemical functional groups in an infrared spectrum. interpretation rules for compounds of interest to
The algorithm woukt be trained to identify several CRDEC.

* different chemicals in a complex matrix (soil,
leaves, sludge, etc.) in trace quantities. The An interlace has been delivered to CRDEC to
program will run on a PC (IBM compatible) and on dump spectral files from three different infrared
the computer data system that controls the infrared spectrometers to a microcomputer. This will allow
spectrometer. The program will then be tested on this expeai software to operate on any spectra
several real world samples. generated in the spectroscopy laboratory at

* CRDEC.
RESULTS

To date, 70 spectra have been sent to
Dr. Tomellini, and he has plotted and checked
them out. He has developed an improved user
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Wayne G. Landis and Mark V. Haley, CRDEC

REDUCTION OF THE IMPACT OF CHEMICAL
POLLUTANTS BY DEGRADATIVE ORGANISMS

Dibenz-1,4-oxazepine (CR), a strong sensory irritant, has previously been
reported as recalcitrant to degradation. Recently isolated bacteria show potential
as a tool for the degradation of CR waste. Microcosms were prepared with soil
samples taken from three locations around Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. The
microcosms were spiked with CR and placed in a darkened chemical exhaust
hood for 3 mo. Water samples (2 mL) were taken from the microcosms and plated
on nutrient agar spiked with CR, replica plating onto successively higher
concentrations selected for organisms tolerant to CR. Bacteria isolates were
found that have an extremely high tolerance to CR (200 rag/L). The isolated
bacteria, identified as Alcaligenes denitriflcans denitrificans strain CR-i, grows
well on the microcosm media spiked with 200 mg/L of CR, but shows minimal
growth on the microcosm media without CR. After 24 days the organisms are
able to reduce the CR concentration from 150 mg/L to below 5 mg/L. Reduction>.
toxicity of a CR solution treated with A. denitrqftcans CR- I in standard Daphnia
magna and algal toxicity tests has been demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

The dot control material CR, 's a persistent

Hazardous waste is a growing problem for our material that is highly toxic to a variety of aquatic
society. Biodegradation and its enhancement organisms (Dennis W. Johnson, CRDEC
through biotechnology has been recognized as a unpublished data). CR was taken as a model
potential tool for the remediation of hazardous compound for our studies on degradation of
waste. The Department of Defense, including the materials of military interest. In addition, theoretical
Army, has a tremendous hazardous waste studies were conducted to examine strategies of
disposal and remediation problem that ranges from biodegradation based on the continuum of
the disposal of hundreds of thousands of pounds environments (Figure 1) and resource competition
of contained waste to 400 to 800 sites needing theory.
remedlatlon. Buildings must be decontaminated
and disassembled. Soils and sediments are MATERIALS AND METHODS
contaminated witlh a variety of toxic materials. The
same types of materials are found at a variety of CR was obtained from stock rontainers located
installations such as Rocky Mountain and Pine at Pine Bluff Arsenal, Pine Bluff, AR. This material
Bluff Arsenals. Cost of the clean up has been is the feedstock used in mixing for application as a
estimated to be 5 to 10 billion dollars over the next riot control naterral.
10 years. Biodegradation and bioremediation hold
the promise, yet unfulfilled, of detoxifying or Selection of a media was a two-step process.
degrading toxic materials at a lower cost than First, it was desired that a CR-degrading organism

n ewould be able to survive in a freshwater aquatic
conventional methods.' Our program is an environment. Therefore, the media used in the
attempt to provide U. S. Army Chemical Research, Standardized Aquatic Microcosm assay (SAMDevelopment and Engineering Center (CRDEC) media) consisting of mineral salts was chosen.
with the technology to supply leadership in this
arena.
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test and a 96-hr algal toxicity test using
Selenastrum capricornutum were conducted with

o the resultant solution according to current
-- • •American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)

methods.

The theoretical work was based on the

VMMM"K,," ,*,,,,,,, "V--M,,U, resource competition models of Tilman 2 as applied

2 to environmental toxicology by Landis.3
F. M ESAND 5 o 06var~s ."

RESULTS

FIGURE 1. THE CONTINUUM OF ENVIRON-
MENTS IN XENOBIOTIC DEGRADATION Follow~ng a 90 day incubation and isolation

A wide variety of environments means that in order using successively higher concentrations of CR,

to eliminate toxic materials a variety of strategies an isolate was obtained that appeared resistant to

must be employed. In waste streams frorr process CR toxicity. A gram negative motile bacterium

plants an immobilized enzyme or bacteria in a bo- (Figure 2) identified by several methods as A.

reactor may prove sufficient. As complexity grows denitrificans denitrificans (Figure 3), was able to

a single organism may not be bale to survive or degrade CR. After 21 days the organism reduced

compete in the conlaminated environment. In or- the CR concentration to below detectable limits

der to clean up ecosystems an ecosystem level using LC (Figures 4 and 5). The organism was also
approach may have to be undertaken, incorporat- found to degrade the proposed intermediates

ing a variety of organisms and trophic levels. o-nitrophenol, 3-methylcatechol, and catechol
(Figure 6). Cresol, however, was not degraded,

Soil and sediment samples from the Edgawood although efforts were made using both in vivo and

Area of the Aberdeeni Proving Ground were in vitro methods.

inoculated into jars filled with SAM media
containing 20 mg/L of CR and placed In the dark
for 90 days. Two-mL water samples were then
placed on agar plates spiked with CR. Replica
plating onto successively higher concentrations of
CR was then performed up to a concentration of
200 mg/L. The surviving organism was then
examined for the ability to grow, using CR as a
carbon source with the concentration ol CR
followed by liquid chromatography (LC). In luilher
experiments, the degradation of possible
intermediates of CR degradation, o-nitrophenol,
cresol, catechol, and 3-methyl catechol, was
examined.

Identification of the isolate CR-1, GC analysis ol
the phosphol!pids and more conventional
metabolic and cytological methods were
employed.

In examining the aquatic toxicity of the CR FIGURE 2. SCANNING ELECTRON MICRO-
solution after partial degradation by the candidate GRAPH OF ALCALIGENES DENITRIFICANS
bacuteium, afsteri partiaderaton of CR e w as ndidate The bactenumn is a gram negative rod of approxi-
8 days before testing. A D. ragna 48-hr toxicity maty 2 by 0.5 mcrons
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CR DEGRADATION BY Alcaligenes denrif(icans

T-I
S-.-4-,.- T.2

260

S60

0
0 tO is 20 20

TIME (DAYS)

0 4 ,.FIGURE 5. REDUCTION OF CR IN SAM MEDIA
OVER A 23 DAY PERIOD CR was reduced to be-
low detectable levels in the replicates containing
the A. denitrificans isolate.

FIGURE 3. GC FATTY ACID ANALYSIS BY MI-
CROBIAL I.D. INC. This analysis was used along
with conventional metabolic and cytological meth- A. denitrificans was not harmful to controls in
ods to identify CR-1 as A. denitrificans denitrifi- the 48-hr D. magna assay to examine toxicity
cans. Alcaligenes is a widely distributed soil and reduction of a CR solution. After 8 days, the A.
aquatic bacterium known for its ability to degrade a denitrificans was able to reduce the toxicity of CR
variety of xenobiotics. by over 50%. In the 96-hr algal assay, the

solutions inoculated with CR actually exhibited an
enhancement of algal growth (Figure 7).

-1t
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FIGURE 4. EXAMPLE Or A CHPOMAIOGRAM FIGURE 7. REDUCTION OF THE TOXICITY Ofý P
DEMONSTRATING THE DEGRADATION OF CR CR SOLUTION BY A. DENITRIFICANS AS MEAS-
COMPARED TO CONTROLS Sam media contain- URED BY 1HE 96 HR ALGAL TOXICITY TEST
ing CR and the A. deniltriticanS showed a significant After a 5 day incubation period the CR solulion ir-
decrease compared to controls not inoculated with oculated with A. denitnficans reduced the toxicity
A. denitfiicans. of the material until it enhanced algal growth.
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Dibenz-1 ,4-oxazepine (CR)

N=C
H

o-Nitrophenol 3 O HO20-Ceo

~N0 2  H3C~~

~OH O

HO
100 NH2

'OHK
o-Aminophenol O Catechol 33- Methylcatechol

ortho mota fission

fisWon Wison

CHO HOOC '

r;^COOH COOH 0
SCOOH OH 73

Acetyl-GoA Formate Acetatme
Succinate Acetaldehyde Acetaldehydo

Pyruvate PyrLJvateL

FIGURE 6. PROPOSED DEGRADATION PATHWAY FOR DIBE NZO- 1 4-OXAZEPINE
Oriinally proposed by J. DerratR*, the rnotabofisrn of the inteffnediates o nitrophonot and ciitochol
have been confirmid by M V. H-afey. HIowever, crosol degradation his not boon soon w-wrw) Ibot in viva
and if vitro methods. 3-Melhyl calochol is degraded.
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aromatics and other materials.4'5 Not as well
The resource competition models characterized as the psuedomronads, Alcaligenes

demonstrated that in situations of low xenobiotic is a hardy genus known from both terrestrial and
concentration introdnicedl degradlative organisms aqwuatic environments. 6 An important finding is
may not be able to compete with naturally that A. denitrificans is cc-tpabie of degradation
occurring microorganisms using alternateune odtrssilangaypclrqtc
substrates. With the ratio of natural substrate to udrcn~tossmltn yia qai

xenbiti asinreion1 Fiure8) vry itleofthe aerobic environment, Although more research is
xenobiotic will be degraded before the introduced nesayfodfitvenwritemspsbl
organism becomes extinct. In region 4 the to select for dlegradlative organisms capable of
dlegradlative organism will quickly become extinct. surviving in natural environments. If found to be
However, in areas where the xenobiotic competitive with the natural flora, degradation in
concentration is high but the natural substrate situ should prove workable. Another important
lower, regions 3 and 5, degradation of the finding is that A. denitrificans is not harmful to D.
xenobiotic: may be almost complete and efficiert. magnia and also reduces the toxicity of the CR

solution. Toxicity has not been totafly eliminated
and a consortia may be needed to degrade the
metabolites to reduce the toxicity to acceptable
limits.

2 Also significant is the work demonstrating the

in determining the rate and outcome of
degradation in a mixed culture. At low
conrcent rations of xenobiotic, there mnay simply not

4ý be enough to allow the organism to survive in
NZNGI SPECIES I competition with native organisms. It might be

6 \1ZNGI SPECIES 2 necessary to use a cometabolisorn si~ategy to
~2 NNO~iTICCONZTRATIONensure degradation.

FIGURE 8. RESOURCE COMPETITION Of A. 1his program Is ripe for fuither research and
GRAM FOR XENOBIOTIG OEGRADATION application. In F Y189 we, are planning to coriduct a
The diagragn is basend on the resource competizion SAM assay to explore community lovel eliectG3 of
models of I ilman with modifications to represent CR degradation by A, denilriftaxns. A model
competition with one of the retscurces as <a recalci- bioreactor will be construclod using a pcrous
trant xenobiotic. With the ratio of niatufa subStIrate substrate to examine the poteintial for CR
to xonobiotic as in region 1. very little of the ono demilitarization (Figure 9 The genot~cs and
biotic will be delgraded before the zairoduced or- physiology of the degnriot~tion 0f A. deniffificans is
ganism becomes extinct. In rugton 4 the degrada- '4WbiOOpodFialtersuc
!ive organism quickly becomies ex~incltIn areas co~iflpetit ion rtiodeŽIs wil' 6* furiher developed and
where the xenobiotic concentfation is high but the app)ited to understand the theoretical ecological
natural substrate low, regions, 3 and 5, degradation frarvtowort' of m~crobial degradation.
of the xenobiotic will occur.

DISCUSSION

The degradation of the riot control materiat CR
has been demonsttaliod A111OUgh uinusual ifi
many respects. CR can be degraded by a 1bacterial
genus known for degradation of chloninaled
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Yu-Chu Yang, CRDEC

PHOTOCATALYTIC OXIDATION OF MUSTARD
USING SEMICONDUCTOR OXiDES

The photooxidation of mustard (2, 2'-dichlorodiethyl sulfide) has been investigated in
dilute solutions of 0.01 M in acetonitrile under ambient conditions. In the presence of
lnmg/mL of titanium(IV) dioxide (T10 2 ) after 24 hrs of irradiation at 350 nm, about 50%
of 'he original mustard was converted to produce primarily mustard sulfoxide. A
simultaneous photolysis also occurred, and additional products formed from free
radical intermediates were Identified. In the absence of the photocatalyst, mustard was
photo-activated at 350 nm to react with oxygen dissolved in acetonitrile to form almost
exclusively mustard sulfoxide.

INTRODUCTION sunlight on titanium oxide surfaces as a potential
decontamination method. The method is of

Since the awareness of fossil-fuel shortages in particular interest b,.,"ause air is being activated as
the seventies, a great deal of research has been the reactive oxidant : that transportation of
directed towards the generation of electricity and unstable oxidants to the field is eliminated. The
fuels from sunlight. A number of semiconductor conversion of mustard and its siimulants will be
oxides have since been identified as catalysts that measured as a function of light irradiation and
can be photo-activated to produce electron-hole solvent property. The major reaction products will
pairs. These oxides also promote photooxidative be identified and accurately quantified by GC,
reactions of organic molecules containing NMR, and GC/MS techniques. The following
electron-donating functional groups in solution by Scheme is proposed for the photooxidation of
an interfacial electron-transfer process.1 Until 2-chloroethyl sulfides (RSCH 2 CH 2 CI where R
recently, the above principle has not been applied CICH 2 CH 2 for mustard, CH 3 for CEMS) in general:
to the decontamination of chemical agents.
ARO-sponsored researchers. M.Gratzel and M. A.
Fox showed that irradiated titanium(IV) oxide
(TiO 2 ) could convert oxygen adsorbed on its

surface to reactive superoxide anion. As a result, T+,2TiO2 -b € + h+ (1)
both the hydrolysis of a G-agent simulant2 and the RSCH2CH2. + h+ R PS+' CH2C02c! (2)
oxidation of unsaturated hydrocarbons 3 are RS÷' CI{2CI12• + O2-- IP 3 12CH2 I (1)
catalyzed by photoactivated titania powders. In
addition, Davidson and Pratt also demonstrated 02 + 0- ----- ). (4)
that a series of alkyl sulfides were oxidiz,( io RSC02 (:2I + RS+' C clIc2.012 + 02"' -. 2 C112CII2CI (5)
primarily sulfoxides and sulfones by the same
niethod.4  lS+' C12Cn 2 Ca + " RSCH2CH2I (6)

02' + h+ 02 (7)

It is the purpose or this project to investigate Scheme. Mechanism of Photooxidation of
the oxidative degrddation of mustard with air and RSCH2,CH 2 CI on TiO 2 Surface
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS additional products in the samples. The 13C NMR

analyses of the simulant samples were made with
Material Varian XL200 and Varian VXR-400s

Mustard was a distilled product. Gold-labelled superconducting FTNMR instruments.

titaniurn(IV) oxide (TiO 2 ) at 99.99% purity was RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

obtained from Aldrich Chemical Company. The
13 -C labelled CEMS was kindly prepared by Dr. PHOTO-INDUCED AIR OXIDATION OF

Sankar Lal of Drexel University. HPLC grade MUSTARD

acetonitrile(CH 3 CN) and distilled water were used The simultaneous disappearance of mustard
for the solvents. Mustard sulfoxide was prepared (HD) and appearance of mustard sulfoxide (HD=O)
by adding mustard dropwise to an excess of as a function of irradiation time at 350 nm are

concentrated nitric acid.5 A white crystalline solid illustrated in Figure 1. During the first 12 hrs only a
was obtained as the sulfoxide after all the liquid trace amount of sulfoxide was produced. But after
was evaporated at room temperature. 24 hrs of irradiation, half of the initial mustard was

reacted to form primarily sulfoxide. The maximum
Photooxidation rate of reaction w-as .•bout 3.3 x 10-4 M/min

between 12 and 36 hours. Beyond 36 hrs of
A Rayonet Photochemical Chamber Reactor irradiation, the yield of sulfoxide reduced and

(Model RPR-100) was used for photooxidation. additional products were observed. The
The reactor is equipped with 16 "black light" lamps chromatogram of the reaction mixture at 36 hrs is
of 24 watts. More than 90% of the intensity of the shown in Figure 2.
irradiated light is at 350 nim. At the center of the
reactor chamber, where a pyrex reactor tube is
placed, the black light irradiation is about 9200

microwatts/cm 2 . An air-driven magnetic stirrer is
installed in the reactor chamber base. An internal
cooling fan keeps the chamber temperature within

a 40-44 0C range when all the lamps are turned on. 120

a mole% HD
To a 10-mL solution of 0.01 M sulfide in a pyrex 100 o mole% HO-0

reactor tube (8 in. long x 13 mm ID) was added 10
mg of TiO 2 . The mixture was then sonicated for 15 80

min to form a uniform suspension. The tube was
tightly closed with a ground-glass slopper and 60
placed in the center of the reactor chamber. I he 40
lamps, stirrer, and fan were then turned on and
reaction time was recorded. Some of the reaction 20
mixture, 1 to 2 mL, was removed at specifi,-
sampling times. The titanium oxide particles were o.
filtered out of the sample by using a 0.45 l:m 0 10 20 30 40 50
syringe filter. n-Octane was added to each of the Time Under Irradiation, hr
liquid samples as an external standard (ES) for
quantitative determination of the conversion of
mustard with an HP 5880A GC. A Finnigan 5100 Figure 1. [ID (0.01 M) in Acetonitrile with
GC/MS instrument was used to further identify 1 rng/mL of TiO 2
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_Table 1. Photooxidation of HD on TiO2

Surface in CH3 CN After 12 Hours of

Irradiation

Compounds GC/MS-CI area%

MW--59 11.3
HD 41.2

NCCH2 SCH2CH2 a 1.6

Cl2C2H3SCH2OH2CI 4.6

CICH2 CH2S-SCH2CH2CI 9.0

NCCH2S-SCH2CH2CI 2.5

CICH2 CH2 S(=O)CH2CH2 CI 7.4

"j i and 3 list seperately the 13 C NMR and GC/MS
analyses of the products identified as a function of

I irradiation time. As shown Figure 3, the simulant
2. HID in after 36 Hours reacted faster, but product patterns similar to that

Figure . H3 CN/TiO 2  of HD were observed. It was reported previously

of Irradiation at 350 nm that the oxidation rate of a sulfide molecule
increased with the nucleophilicity of the sulfur

cTo measure the sulfoxide yield quantitatively, re atom.7 There are two electron-withdrawing
mustard sulfoxide in acetonitrile was analyzed to chloroethyl groups in mustard, resulting in a lowerdetect any decomposition at elevated nucleophilicity of the sulfur atom than that inCEMS. Therefore, CEMS oxidizes faster than HD.
temperatures in the GC instrument. 6 Mustard was In the case of photooxidation, thc sane trend has
partially regenerated from the sulfoxide. Our result been observed. However, the rate behaviors
is consistent with that obtained by previous shown in Figure 2 seem to indicate that the
investigators who detected mustard in the distillate maximum rates of both compounds were about the

of sulfoxide under vacuurm. 5 Identifications of same. This may mean that a common
additional products were accomplishod by GC/MS rate-determining step, perhaps a diffusion process
in (Table 1). Different from reports in the literature, at the liquid-solid interface, is present for both
mustard sulfone, (CICH 2 CH 2 )2 SO 2 , was not reactants.

formed in any significant amount due perhaps to
the lack of excess oxygen in the atmosphere. 120
Instead, mustard disulfide, (CICH 2 CH2)2 S2 , was o - mole% ' HD

positively identified by comparison with the GC/MS
characteristics of a pure sample. The disuIllide was 8o
produced apparently from photolysis of the S-C
bonds. These results suggest that both 60
photocatalysis and photolysis reaction paths are
present. 40

To verify the above result, a comparative study 2u 4
was made with a 1 3C-enriched mustard 0 '

simulant,13CH 3 SCH2 CH 2 C0 (CEMS), so that 0 10 20 30 40 50
sample analysis can be independently Time Under Irradiation, hr

accomplished by 13C NMR methods. Tables 2 Figure 3. Sulfide (0.01 M) in Acetonitrile
with 1 mg/mL of TiC 2
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Table 2. Photooxidation of CEMS on TiO 2 Surface in Acetonitrile

(13 C NMR Analysis ot Products, mole% product per mole CEMS reacted a)

Z ( Product = 1 3 CH 3 -Z)

-S -S+b -S=O -S(=0) 2  -0- =0 others

NMR shifts 15.0 21.8 23.2 38.6 39.3 50.4 50.6 160'S

(ppm)

Time exposed
to light, hr.

0 100 0
8 80 2 7 3 7

16 46 4 10 19 3 5 2 - 11
24 14 5 12 34 10 6 3 6 4 6
36 2 2 1 4 43 2 1 6 10 25

24 c 3 42 28 3 8 17

alntegrated area of the carbon atom adjacent to nitrogen in acetonitrile (C H3 .QN, 117 ppm)

was used as the internai standard.
bmay be the disulfides 1 .3CH3SSCH2 CN and 13 CH3 SSCH 2 CH 2 CI shown in Table 3.

Cno' 1102

Table 3. Photooxidation of CEMS on TiO 2

in CH 3 CN Table 4. Photooxidation of 0.01 M CEMS in

GCIMS analysis CH 3 CN After 24 Hours Irridiation at

kmld,. 7Min, vh 24 X 350 nm
Compound Cl area% El area% El area%'

'3C3-S S
1 3

CH3  2 5 1.5 Compound GC/MS-EI, area%
M 59 9.8 1.4

1"CI13 SClI 2 CH2 C3 4.3 17.2 39 MW=59 36.3
13C3CIIC 3.6 13 2 5

MW-115 (1 Cl) 8.2
1kmH3 SC 2H 3C12  5.2 55 4 5
13 C•%3sSCII 2 CN 20 12 31 1 3 C. 3 SCH2 CH2 C! 10.6
13cH3S.SCH2 CIi2  15.5 21 2 /1 13 CH3 SC2 H3 CI2
13CH 3 S(-O)CH 2 CHi2C 28.0 21.7 4.0 1.0
13Ci,3s(-012% l cc2.9 0.6 1 3 CH3 S.SCH2 C142 CI 7.1

"1lcil3S(=0) S(,,O)CH 2Cfl 2 CI 2.4 3.3 7 1 1 3 CH3 S(=O)CH 2 CH 2 CI 23.8
CiClt2 Cli2S.SCH2 CII 2 a 9.1 20.0 53 3 CH 3 S,=O,2CH 2 CH2 CI 4.
NCCII 2 S.SCH2 CH2 CQ 1.7 2.0 32 4.0

1 n,.bofoodiane 10.3 13 CHl3 S(.O)-S(-O)CH 2CH 2 Cl 1.5

MWW 144(1 CO2 ) 4 CMH 2 Cl 2 S-SCH2CH2CI 0,4

plus many moro unidonlified compounds in small quanill•,;
MW..94(1 CI), 130, 138, 122, 102, 80, 161(2 CI). 169(2 CI). 11t,
148, etc.
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HOMOGENEOUS PHOTOLYSIS as the major product. On the basis of the additional
products identified by both NMR and GC/MS, the

Homogeneous solutions of HD and CEMS in C-S bonds were broken by the light energy, and
acetonitrile were irradiated to investigate radical intermediates were produced. Variables
photolysis in the absence of titanium oxide. After that control the competing parallel reaction paths
24-hrs irradiation, the conversions of both described above will be isolated and investigated
substrates were greater than the samples in the future as a continuation of this study.

containing TiO 2 . The 13C NMR analysis of the
CEMS sample is listed in Table 2 for comparison EFFECT OF WATER IN THE SOLVENT
with the CEMS samples containing TiO 2. A SYSTEM
chromatogram of the HD mixture after 24-hrs
irradiation is shown in Figure 4. Again, GC/MS was Since it is desirable to use ',vater as a
used to further identify the reaction products decontaminant, a comparative study of the above
(Table 4). photooxidation was made using an aqueous

solvent system of 50 vol% of CH 3 CN. The simulant
-•had to be used because GC methods are not

appropriate for aqueous samples. The products
are listed in Table 5.

Photooxidation was significantly retarded by
water, which absorbs photons. However, it i1
interesting to find that hydrolysis was almost
completely prevented by light-induced reactions.

0 This is perhaps due to Ihe fact that

U {4photo-generated radicals form faster than the
cyclic ethylenesulfonium ionpr6ducd in the first

and rate-determining step in hydrolysis. 8

However, in the absence of light, hydrolysis did
occur and the dimer product,
(13CH3SCH 2CH2 )S+(1 3CH3 )(GH 2 CH2 X) where

X = Cl or OH with a second 13CH3S peak at 14.5
.J .ppm), was positively identified after 36 hrs of

"reaction (Table 5).8 The TiC 2 suspensions were
Figur --- o0less stable in aqueous solutions. At each sampling
dJ5 p AftFigure 4. Photooxidation of 0.01 M HD in interval, all of the titanium oxide powders had

CH 3CN After 24 Hours of Irradiation precipitated, leaving a clear solution in the test
at 350 nm tube. The conversions of CEMS were about the

same both in the presence and in the absence of
the solid catalyst. This demonstrates that the

"•It seems that the light energy was absorbed titanium oxide powders had precipitated out of theItsestattelgt nryws bobd solution and were not exposed to light for any
more efficiently by the sulfide substrate in the significant period of time.

absence of suspending TiC 2 particles. The significant period of time.

pholo-activated sulfide subsquently reacted with
oxygen dissolved in the solvent to form sulfoxide
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Table 5. Photooxidation of GEMS on TiO2 Surface in an Equal Volume of Water-Acetonitrile Mixture

(13C NMR analysis of products, mole% product per mole GEMS reacted a)

Z ( Product = 1 3 CH 3 -Z)

-S -S+ -S=O others
NMRshf&,,qm 14.9 23.3 37.7

Analysis Time exposed

"lime, hr b to light, hr
36 0 55 45 - 0
0 0 100 - -

36 8 86 - 4 10
36 16 71 - 9 20
36 24 69 - 24 8

36 24c 63 5 20 3

a Integrated area of the carbon atom adjacent to nitrogen in acetonitrile (CH3•N,

117ppm) was used as the internal standard.
bAnalysis time is time when sample was analyzed from time zero when GEMS was

first mixed with the solvent.
C no TiO 2
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Brent R. Busey and Peter J. Stopa, CRDEC

AUTOMATED REAL-TIME SURFACE
FLUORESCENCE BIOSENSOR

Two optical detection methods for monitoring immunoassays were subjected to
qualitative engineering analysis. The primary goal was to develop an integral
sensor/flow cell that would have low volume requirements, high sensitivity, and
ease of production. One flow cell was built to monitor fluorescence. It incorpo-
rated a light-emitting diode, graded-index rod lenses, a fluorescence lilter, and a
photodiode. A second flow cell was constructed to monitor diffuse reflectance and
optical transmission in a membrane-based colloidal-gold precipitation tmmu-
noassay. Each of the designs investigated exhibited insufficient sensitivity.
Alternative designs were investigated and are proposed for future work.

INTRODUCTION excitation filter, or by a more narrow-band
light-emitting diode (LED) without an excitation

Direct detection of minimum infectious levels of filter. For detection, a fluorescence filter was
biological organisms and minimum harmful levels of placed in front of a silicon photodiode.
toxins requires analysis by extremely sensitive Fluorescent dyes (11; ,•rescein and sulforhodamine
means. Current sampling methods produce only a 101 sulfonyl chloride) and antibodies conjugated
small volume of very dilute sample. A sensor must to these dyes were used to determine gross
be able to analyze such small samples with a high sensitivity,
degree of sensitivity and selectivity. Detection
Directorate of CRDEC is developing an automated
detector for ,epetitive anilyses of environmental
samples. The goal of this l-roject was to A - Ighi omilling
inwestigate an integral sensor/flow cell for use in dodo

this automated detector that would have high B- fluid inlol
sensitivity, low sample volume requirements, and A V filling

ease of produCibility.C Dloiecfd,S-fillUeroSCunCQ
f ilter

E - rod tons

METHODS F -F sarnplo
chamnber with

1wo optical methods were invesligated for filler diaphrxr'.

monitoring immunoassays in a miniature G - rod Ions
sensor/flow cell. The first was the measurement of Figure 1. Cross sectional cut, full H - fluid oullol hi?.ini

fluorescence emitted from a small spot on the size, of the two-piece flow cell body
surface of a flat polymeric membrane. Phe light
source and detector were arranged at 90' with
respect to each other and at 45" with respect 1o the
membrane surface. Several different flow cells
were fabricated along the lines of the design The second optical sensing mthod used was
shown in Figure 1. Ex"citation light was supplied diffuse refleclance 1 or absorbance. While
either by an incandescent source with an absorbance and reflectance measurements are
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generally not as sensitive as fluorescence
measurements (due to the large background For this sensing approach, it is necessary that
intensity of the former two measurements), it was the formation of an optically dense product be
felt that the detector sensitivity in this case might linked to the immunological reaction. Several
be as good as or better than that of the types of immunoassays involve the development
fluorescence detector, due to a smaller number of of a colored product. One approach is
optical components (and hence iarger optical enzyme-linked immunoassays, where a substrate
power throughput). is acted upon by an antibody-linked enzyme to

produce a colored product. Some other types of
A low-volume flow cell was constructed that immunoassays are based on the degree of

used diffuse background light from a formation of an immunoprecipitate, the presence
battery-operated fluorescent flashlight to illuminate of which is determined by changes in optical
a 3- by 40-mm piece of polymeric membrane on density at the bottom of a vial or on a piece of filter
which capture antibodies had been immobilized paper or membrane. The method chosen here
(Figure 2). Light reflected off the membrane (or was a colloidal gold immunoprecipitation reaction, 2

transmitted through the membrane when the light modeled after a commercially available assay.
source was placed on the opposite side of the Figure 3 indicates how the presence of analyte in a
membrane) was guided to silicon photodiodes by sample causes the development of a dark spot on
quartz rods, 1 mm in diameter, clad with a a mermbrane filter. The colloidal gold assay
fluoropolymer. The quartz rods were placed above procedure was first applied to the detection of Rift
discrete spots on the membrane, allowing the Valley Fever virus using a nitrocellulose membrane
monitoring of several independent locations. In in a 96-well microtiter plate assembly This format
principle, this would allow for the simultaneous allowed for rapid determination of the correct
analysis of several different substances in the concentration ranges to use in the immunoassay
sample, as well as providhng negative control Unlortunately, due !o problems with the
values. immunological reagents as well as problems with

the sensor hardware, the Rift Valley Fever assays
got no farther than this initial screening.
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Figure 2. Exploded View of L~ow volume, Ilow
Cell for Meas;urement of Surface Hllhtectance at
Multiple Sites Figure 3. Sandwich Ir1nmurioassay ulsigf i Coi

loidal Gold Conjugate
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RESULTS In addition, a FY 89 ILIR proposal has been
submitted to investigate a promising variation in

The detector built to monitor fluorescence had the monitoring of optical density in an
very poor sensitivity, using an incandescent immunoassay. In this application, a video camera is
source with an excitation filter or using an LED used to monitor the optical density of different
source with no excitation filter. The small physical spots on a membrane, using the colloidal gold
dimensions of the internal sample chamber immunoprecipitation reaction or some type of
required the use of rod lenses (either graded enzyme-linked immunoassay. The video camera
index or step index) to channel light from the method has the advantage of being able to
source to the sample chamber and thence to the simultaneously rmonitor hundreds of different sites
detector. The multitude of optical interfaces then and of being able to pro,. ide for background
present, coupled with the small excitation spot in subtraction, contrast enhancement, and
the sample chamber, resulted in very poor automated spacial adaptation due to
sensitivity, inadequate for monitoring the status of inconsistencies between successive membranes.
a fluorescent immunoassay. Custom-designed On the other hand, it is a more complex detector
components, including antireflective coatings and (with regard to size, power requirements, and data
index-matched materials, could possibly meet the processing requirements) and may not be easily
sensitivity requirements. adaptable to a small volume flow cell.

Spectral reflectance and transmission
absorbance measurements of colloidal gold LITERATURE CITED
immunoprecipitate spots, using the small flow-cell
detector shown in Figure 2, were also of poor 1. G.F. Kiribright, R. Narayanaswamy, and N.A
resolution. The sensitivity of the assembled Welti, "Studies with Immobilised Chemical
detector was not as good as expected from results Reagents Usirn{ a t low-cell for the Development
obtained with the subcomponents. The main of Chemically Sensitive Fiber-optic Devices,"
difficulty lay not in the inherent sensitivity of the Analyst Vol. 109, pp 15-17 (1984).
pholodiode, but rather in a fiber optic-lensed
detector's sensitivity to orientation with respect to 2. De Mey, JR., "The Preparation of

and distance away from the monitored field.3, 4  Immuioglobulin Gold Conjugatc's (IGS Reagents)
Variations in background light intensity also and their use as Markers for Light and Electron

reduci-d the detector's ability to quantitatively Microscopic Immunocytochemistry," in

compare spatially separated spots. Based on the Immrunohistoctheriistry (A.G. Cuello, Editor), John

experimentation already performed, the Strict Wiley & Sons. New York, pp 347-372 (1983).

control of these sensitive variables would allow aninegalflw ceiLtdetector to discriminate between 3 Damuc"K W. E. Jr., "Etectro-Optic Detec'lion
integral flwclfoolrt iciiaebten Comparing Lensed and Fibtor Optic Systems,-oplical densily levels to a degree slightly better In Tech, pp 11F5-117 (1985).
th;an that possible with the naked eye.

4. Krohn. D.A., 'Inside Fiber Optic Sensors,- I

DISCUSSION & C S - The industrial and Process Control
Magazine. pp 57-58 (1983).

This study was of utility in that it demonstrates 5 Busey, B R , Thames. KE., ot at. Fiber
that the sensitivities of the primary sensors under Optic Waveguide Detector For Use in
development by Detection Directorate are hard to pluorescence Deteo rIFor Usec R
malch with alternative designs In recognition of Fluorescence IrmCmnoassay," Technica, eporl
this, current eflorts have been refocused on 88051, an S rmy Cemica Ceser,
adapting these primary sensors to the field Development and Ergineering Center, AberdeenProving Ground. Maryland. 1988.
deleclor appticalion.5 Research on the primary
sensors is continuing wilh normal projo(t Itinds.
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Chen C. Hsu, ORDEC, and Yi H. Ma, Worcester Polytechnic Institute

* Development of New Hydrophobic Regenerable
Adsorbents, 11

Four zeolite samples (ZSM5) with Si/Al ratios of 120, 240, 480, and 5202 were
prepared and characterized. Results indicate that (a) the saturation adsorption
capacity In four zeolite samples decreases in the following order: n-hexane >
nwthanol > water. (b) the saturation adsorption capacity of water in zeolite samples
(lecleases a,; the Sl.'Ali at 10 increases, (c) the effect of Si/Al ratio on the equilibrium
adsorption capacity of organics is significant for methanol, but is small for
11-hexanec. (d) diffusion coc-fficlcnts of organics ana water In zeolie samlmes follow

* the same order. water > methaniol > ni-hexane. arid (e) the diffusion coefficient
decreases as the Si/Al railto finrelases. A comparison was made among F-s~icalite,
silicalite. and ZSM5. and the reýsults show that F-siiicalite has superior performance
in termis of hydrophobicity and adsorption capacity. The equilibrium coadsorptiori
Capacity of D)MMiP and water on sliicaiitc. with S!/Ai ratios of 1062. anid 126. was also
nivasured,. there were 16% and 19% reductions respectively, in adsorption capacity
un1 der 67% R1i!.

INTRODUCTION purification processes, such as air separation) .2

Zeolites are pomous alurnirrosilicate crystals hydrogen purification,3.4 and hydrocarbon
composed of 51i0 4 an i 4 tetrahedre arranged Separations.5.6 1Cine of the major drawbacks in
in varou Aemt het0rhd4 r using zeoiites for air purification is its hydrophiliclinke vaiu ere.I patterns. Th erhdaae property. Hiowever, it has been shown thatlinedtog-aheratthe corners by sharing oxygen deafuminaled zoolites, such as alurnlnum-defic~enri
ions to form ordered lattice,. These lattices can be mnordendle, possess hydroptiobic property while
visualized as three-dimnensional combinations of the change in adsorption capacity for other

*chain, layer, and polyhedra. Cations are present in adsorbates, such as cyclohexane, is relatively
the porous aluminosilicates. Some of these7
cations can be readily exchanged by placing small. Furthermore, high siliceous zeolites, such
crystlas containiog a given cation in a solution as silicaitie and ZSM5. exhibit considerable
containing another cation. The adsorptive and hydrophobic properties while retaining
catlalytic propertiets of zeolites mnay be altered by shape-seleclive prope-ties.8

* trip presence of different cations. More recently.
zeolites have been enginee-red to handle specific The adsorbents used for the high -perlormanrce
molecules for a wide range of engineering cyclic adsorption processes require the
applications, ranging from separation of xy~vne characteristics of high hydrophobicity and easy
isomners to conversion of methanol to gasoline. Of regenerabitily. Zeolites with high Si/Al ratios have
particular interest are the hydrophobic 4id been identified as possessing hydrcphobic

* shape, selective properties and thermal stabilty of property Previously, we have studied silicatite arid
the pentasil zeolites (e.g., sificalile) andc F-silicaiite in terms of their saturation adsorption
deaturminated zeoiites. Zeotites have been capacity and diffusion coefficients witn waler and
extensively used in industrial separation and



organics. In this study, we have prepared and RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
characterized four zeolite samples (ZSM5) with
Si/Al ratios of 120, 240, 480, and 5202. The The equilibrium adsorption isotherms of

saturation adsorption capacity and hydrophobicity r-hexane, methanol, and water in zeolite samples
of activated carbon, silicalite, F-silicalite, and ZSM5 with four different Si/Al ratios at 25 0C are shown in

were compared. Additionally, the equilibrium Figures 1-3. The saturation adsorption capacities

coadsorption capacity ofdimethyl methyl at 25 °C are listed in Table 2. It appears that the
phosphonate (DMMP) and water was also equilibrium saturation capacity for water decreases
measured with silicalite samples of Si/Al ratios of with increasing Si/Al ratio; however, the saturation
1062 and 126. adsorption capacity for n-hexane and methanol

increases as the Si/AI ratio decreases. This is

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS consistent with the earli'gr results. The saturatio.•
adsorption capacity for the three compounds in

The results from the previous study indicate each ZSM5 sample decreases in the following
that zeolites with higher Si/Al ratios have higher order: n-hexane > methanol > water, further
hydrophobicity. Additional zeolite samples; (ZSM5) substantiating the hydrophobic and organophilic
with Si/Al ratios of 120, 240, 480, and 5202 were nature of ZSM5.
prepared in the laboratory by hydrothermal
processes; their physical properties are
summarized in Table 1. The equilibrium adsorption
isotherms and diffusion coefficients were 120'
measured with the same apparatus described SUM Ratilos

previously. Briefly, the measurements were l 100 4,0
carried out with an assembly of Cahn RG
electro-balance. The entire system was housed in

E 9 120an insulated cabinet to maintain a constant .3 40
temperature. The sample was dried under 10-4 40.

torr and 350 "C until no weight change w•s
cbserved. At the start of a run, the adscrbatc was 20
admitted into the aasemnly. The c&ange in
adsorbent weight as a function of time was .4 -3 -2 .1 0 1
continuously recoided until equilibrium was ReliaiveI Prmurt (loC 11/1)
achieved. To measure the equilibrium Figure 1. Adso'pon Isotherms for n-Hexana in ZSM5
coadsorptin capacity of DMMP and water, two sFmpias
modes of experiments were used. First, DMMP
was adnitted into the system after the sample was
saturated with water. Second, DMMP was
introduced into the system after water was
evacuated from the water-saturated sample. 120.

10o- S•IAI Ratios /

Table 1. Physical Propettio3 of ZSM5 and ZSM8 V. 80,-
Samples

Sample Typo SWAIA Ratio Particle Size 0 240
No. (pin)

I ZSM5 120 9.46

2 ZSU5 240 6.33 -4 .3 -2 .1 0

3 SSM5 480 5.30 RO live Petwire( lou P)

4 ZSM5 5202 4.26 Figure 2. Adsorption Isotherms for Methanol in 1SM5

5 ZSM8 240 7.34
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r• • 100"
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'80
80" "

- Si/A! Ratios O0 U n-I kinnc

S60" a 480 a U MC11At (135202 
40 40ic

0.

40- 0120480
a 240 20
0 4

4 20- 0. -

Relative Pre--ure (log P/P)

.4 .3 -2 -10

Relative Pressure (log P/P') Figure 4. Equilibrium Adsorption Isotherms for ZSM8

Figure 3. Adsorption Isotherms for Waterl in ZSM5

The adsorption rate curves were also measured
at 25 0C. A typical plot of the fractional uptake as a
function of time for methanol, n-hexane, and water
is shown in Figure 5. rhe diffusion coefficients

b determined at low sorbate concentration are
•.aTable 2. SWatrtion Adsorption Capacities of Organics tabulated in Table 3. 1 he diffusion coefficient

appears to decrease with increasing Si/Al ratio.

Adsorption Capacity (mg/g) Furthermore, the diffusion coefficient appears to
be affected by the size of the diffusing molecules

Sample No. with water having the highest diffusion coefficient
and n-hexane being the lowest.

Adsorbate 1 2 3 4

n-Hexane 95.2 95.9 96.4 118.2

Methanol 57.2 72.1 95.0 105.2 o-

Water 67.0 64.2 63.3 61.0 6.,

40 U Wow

Additional measurements of ZSM8 samples 20

were also made and equilibrium adsorption
isotherms are shown in Figure 4 ZSM8 also
exhibits hydrophobic property although the 0 " o ; 4 6 8 10 12

saturation adsorption capacity for n-nexane is TlnW (mja)
somewhat lower than that of ZSM5 with the
comrOarable Si/Al ratio due possibly to the
difference in crystal structure. Figure 5. Adsorption Rate Curve of Organics and

Water in ZSM5 at 25 'C
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Table 3. Diffusion Coefficients of Organics and Water The results of the equilibrium coadsorption
in ZSM5 capacity measurements at 22-24 °C are shown in

Tables 5 and 6. In all cases, silicalite with an Si/AI
(D x 10-9 cm 2/sec) ratio of 1062 showed better DMMP adsorption

capacity than that with an Si/Al ratio of 126 in the
Sample No. RH range of 7% to 66%, indicating that a high

degree of hydrophobicity improves DMMP
Adsorbate 1 2 3 4 adsorption. There is also a significant

improvement in DMMP adsorption under relatively
n-Hexane 6.87 5.67 4.97 1.63 higher RH after the evacuation of the

water-saturated sample. In the first mode of
Methanol 8.99 8,41 7.35 4.27 experiment (Run Nos. 2 and 3), where DMMP was

introduced into the system after the sample was
Water 15.87 14.06 11.89 7.30 saturated with water, the reduction of adsorption

capacity of DMMP is 2.3% and 32.4% for silicalite
samples with an Si/Al ratio of 1062 under 7% and
24% RH, respectively. For the silicalite samples

Combined with the previous results, the with an Si/Al ratio of 126, the reduction was 9%
saturation adsorption capacities of activated and 27% under the same conditions. In the

carbon,9 F-silicalite, silicalite, and ZSM5 was second mode of experiment (Run Nos. 4 and 5),

compared inTable 4. It is obvious that activated where the water-saturated samples were

carbon is the least hydrophobic; F- silicalite, evacuated before DMMP was introduced, the

silicalite, and ZSM5 are 46,12, and 7 times more reduction of DMMP adsorption capacity is 18% and
hydrophobic, respectively. The saturation 16% for silicalite samples with Si/Al ratios of 1062,
adsorption capacities of methanol and n-hexane in and 22% and 19% for those samples with Si/Al
F-silicalite, silicalite, and ZSM5 are between 1 and 2 ratio of 126 under 30% and 67% RH, respectively.
times less than that of activated carbon; for
benzene, activated carbon has about 4 to 5 times When water was removed from water-saturated
greater adsorption capacity than the other samples, the DMMP adsorption capacity was
adsorbents studied. From the hydrophobicity data increased. In all cases, however, in the presence
obtained so far, F-silicalite is considered to be the of water, the adsorption capacity of DMMP on
better adsorbent for cyclic adsorption processes silicalite samples was decreased. Based on the
(ie., pressure swing and temperature swing earlier data, it is conceivable that F-sillcalite
adsorptions). samples would have less effect due to water.

CONCLUSIONS

Table 4. Comparison of Saturation Adsorption 0 The saturation ,•dsorplion capacity in four
Capacities of Activated Carbon, zeolite samples (ZSMS) decreases in the
F-Siflicalile, Silicalite*, and ZSM5* at 25 "C following order: n.hexane > methanol -.

water.
Adsorbato Activated F-Silicalito SIlicalite ZSM5

Carbon 0 The saturation adsorption capacity of water in

Water 43.65% 0.95% 3.8% 6.1% ZSM5 decreases as the Si/Al ratio increases

Methanol 17.60% 9.20% 12.0% 10.5% 0 The effect of Si'AI ratio on the equilibrium
adsorption capacity of organics in ZSM5 is

n-Haxana 22.25% 9.82% 13.2% 11.8% significant for methanol, but is small for

Bonzone 40.94% 8.40% 10.1% - - n-hexane.

• Si/Al Ratios of F-sillcalita, Silicalito, and ZSM5
are ý.200, 1062, and 5202, rospoctlivoly.
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Table 5. Equilibrium Coadsorption Capacity of DMMP with Water on Silicalite Sample
(Si/Al = 1062) at 22-24 °C

Run No. 1 2 3 4 5

Water Partial 1.464 5.110 6.337 14.000
Pressure (mmHg)

Water Equilibrium 9.800 32.800 13.000" 11.900
Adsorption Capacity
(mg/g)

DMMP Partial 0.678 <1.464# <5.110# 0.788 0.520
Pressure or Total
Pressure (mmHg)

DMMP Equilibrium 129.000 126.000 87.100 106.000 108.000
Adsorption Capacity
(mg/g)

'Adsorption Capacity Measured After Water Vapor Was Removed From the System.

#Introduction of DMMP Into the System Caused the System Pressure.

Table 6. Equilibrium Coadsorption Capacity ol DMMP with Water on Silicalite Sample
(Si/A = 126) at 22-24 `C

Run No. 1 2 3 4 5

Water Partial 1.464 5.110 6.337 14.000
Pressure (mmHg)

Water Equilibrium 18.300 - 23.0001 21.300
Adsorption Capacity
(rI g/g)

DMMP Partial 0.678 <1.464# <5.110# 0.788 0.520
Pressure or Total
Pressure (mmHg)

DMMP Equilibrium 113.000 103.000 82.700 88.000 91.300
Adsorption Capacity
(mrg/g)

"*Adsorption Capacity Measured After Water Vapor Was Removed From the System.

gintroduction of DMMP Into the System Caused the System Pressure.
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"* Diffusion coefficients of organics and water in 8. H. Nakamoto, and H. Takahachi,

ZSM5 with four different Si/AL ratios follow the "Hydrophobic Natures of Zeolite ZSM-5," Zeolites,

order: water > methanol > n-hexane. Vol. 2, p 67 (1982).

Additionally, the diffusion coefficient
decreases as the Si/AI ratio increases. 9. W. A. Noyes, Jr., Summary Technical Report

of the National Defense Research Committee,

"* The test results of the equilibrium Division 10, p 142 (1946).

coadsorption capacity of DMMP with water
show significant reduction in capacity on
silicalite samples. For silicalite samples with
Si/Al ratios of 1062 and 126, the reduction is
16% and 19% under 67% RH.

"* In terms of hydrophobicity, F-silicalite has
superior performance compared to the other
three adsorbents (activated carbon, silicalite,
and ZSM5). In terms of organic adsorption
capacity, activated carbon is the best
adsorbent.
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